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ATTENTION

This instrument has been designed and tested in accordance with Perkin-Elmer
specifications and IEC 348 ‘Safety Requirements for Electronic Measuring
Apparatus’.
This instrument is protected in accordance with IEC Class 1 rating. This manual
contains information and warnings that must be followed by the user to ensure safe
operation and to maintain the instrument in a safe condition.

Before using this instrument it is essential to read the manual carefully and to pay
particular attention to any advice it contains conceming potential hazards that may
arise from the use of the instrument. e

This advice is intended to supplement, not supersede, the normal safety code of
behavior prevailing in the user ‘s country.

Electrlclty
To ensure satisfactory and safe operation of the instrument it is essential that the
green/yellow lead of the line power cable is connected to true electrical ground.

If any part of the instrument is not installed by a Perkin-Elmer Service
Representative, ensure that the line power plug is wired correctly:

Cable Lead Colors
Terminal International USA

Live Brown Black
Neutral White

Earth/Ground Green/Yellow Green

WARNING Any interruption of the protective conductor inside or outside the
instrument or disconnection of the protective ground terminal is
likely to make the instrument dangerous.
Intentional interruption is prohibited.
Even with the POWER switch off, line power voltages can still be
present within the instrument.



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

Environment:
The instruments have been designed for indoor use and will operate correctly
under the following conditions:
Temperature 15 °C to 35 °C
Relative Humidity 75 % maximum.

WARNING This instrument is not designed for operation in an explosive
atmosphere.

Electricity:
When the instrument is connected to line power, terminals may be live, and
opening covers or removing parts (except those to which access can be gained
by hand) is likely to expose live parts.
Capacitors. inside the instrument may still be charged even if the instrument has
been disconnected from all voltage sources.
0 Comiect the instrument to a line power outlet that has a protective ground

connection, and a switch or other adequate means of disconnecting it
from the line power.

0 Do not operate the instnrment with any covers or parts removed.
0 Servicing should be carried out only by a Perkin-Elmer Service

Representative or similarly authorized and trained person.
0 Disconnect the instrument from all voltage sources before opening it for

any adjustment, replacement, maintenance or repair.
If, afterwards, the opened instrument must be operated for further
adjustment, maintenance or repair, this must only be done by a skilled
person who is aware of the hazard involved.

0 Use only fuses with the required current rating and of the specified type
for replacement.
Do not use makeshift fuses or short circuit the fuse holders.

0 Whenever it is likely that the electrical protection has been impaired:
make the instrument inoperative and secure it against any unauthorized
operation.
The protection is likely to be impaired if, for example, the instrument:
-- shows visible damage;
-— fails to perform the intended measurement;
- has been subjected to prolonged storage under unfavorable

conditions;
- has been subjected to severe transport stresses.
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1.1

Figure 1-1

BRIEF APPARATUS DESCRIPTION

Lambda 2 UV/VIS Spectrometer

Lambda 2 is a versatile instrument for routine and automated
analysis.
Design features making Lambda 2 ideal for routine analysis
applications are:

* Double beam optics for excellent long term stability,
reference compensation and baseline correction.

* Basic methods for timedrive, scan, wavelength program and
concentration. Up to 20 ready-to-run methods can be stored.

* Cassette storage for preprogrammed methods, allowing transfer
from instrument to instrument, lab to lab.

* A wide wavelength range: 190 nm to 1100 nm.

* Scan speeds from 7.5 nm/min to 2880 nm/min.

* Simple keyboard layout for ease of use. HELP prompt.

* Security of operation, allowing some instrument functions
to be disabled to prevent misuse.

* Connection to PC operating with PECSS software to give
total system flexibility, and allowing for future expansion.



Introduction 1-2 Scope of this Manual

1.2 SCOPE OF THIS MANUAL

This manual is intended to help the user in getting to know
the Lambda 2. After reading it he/she should be able to: ,

* Make full use of the analytical possibilities offered by
the instrument.

* Solve quickly and surely any problems that may arise in
the future.
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INSTALLATION

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

Part Number

Lambda 2 Spectrometer B016-6351

OI

Lambda 2 Printer System

Includes a Lambda 2 Spectrometer
(B016-6351), Matrix Printer
according to the current price list
and printer connecting cable

OI‘

Lambda 2 Computer-ready System

Includes a Lambda 2 Spectrometer
(B016-6351), PECSS Software (B0l6—2859)
and connecting cables

Perkin—Elmerfeseives5the right to alter thelschedule of equipment
provided without prior notice.

(B2l3l—4.0/Feb. 92)
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2-2 UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

Unpack the components carefully. Keep the packing materials
for possible future shipping or storage. k -
Examine the components for any signs of damage in shipment.
In the event of damage, file an immediate claim with the
authorized carrier, and inform your local Perkin-Elmer office
or representative.

After the instrument has been unpacked check the exterior and
interior for possible damage as follows:

* Check the entire outer cabinet for damage.
Check that terminals, fuse holders etc. are not damaged.

* Open the sample compartment cover, checking that it moves
freely without binding. The sample compartment must be free
from dust and other foreign material.
Close the sample compartment cover.

* Remove the top cover securing screws at each end of the
spectrometer and open the top cover by lifting it at the
front edge and swinging it fully back.

Check the inside of the instrument to see that source lamps
have not been damaged and that there are no loose components

Close the top cover and replace the two securing screws.

INSTALLATION The Lambda 2 is a very straightforward instrument to install
and the user should be able to install it himself.
A suitable working area should be prepared for the instrument
before proceeding with installation. Details concerning the
working area and installation procedures are given in the
following section.
Should the user have any questions concerning the installation
of the instrument he should not hesitate to contact his
local Perkin-Elmer office.
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2.3 LABORATORY ENVIRONMENT

The following recomendations should be adhered to as
closely as possible to attain maximum instrument stability
and minimum maintenance.
The laboratory atmosphere should be free from dust, smoke
and corrosive fumes. The instrument must not be operated in
an explosive atmosphere.

TEMERATURE Ambient temperature should lie between 15 °C and 30 °C.
Avoid significant temperature fluctuations.

HUMIDITY Ambient relative humidity should lie between 10% - 75%
without condensation.

LIGHTING The instrument should not stand in direct sunlight. Good
illumination with diffuse light is ideal.

DIMENSIONS 650 mm Wide; 233 mm High; 560 mm Deep.

Enough room should be left at the back of the instrument
to allow sufficient air circulation.

MASS 26 kg. The instrument should be placed on a sturdy bench.

POWER Any voltage between 100 and 240 V; 50/60 Hz.
The instrument automatically adjusts to prevailing voltage.

FUSES 200 ~ 240 V operation requires a 2.5 ampere fuse.
100 - 120 V operation requires a 4.0 ampere fuse.

CONFIGURATION

Figure 2-1. Lambda 2 Spectrometer with Epson Printer

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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2-4 PRINTER CONNECTION

2.4

GENERAL

CONNECTING
THE PRINTER

CAUTION!

PRINTER CONNECTION

You require a matrix printer to permit printout of the
alphanumerical and graphical results.
Perkin-Elmer offers suitable printers. Please refer to the
current price lists for details of compatible printers.

Please refer to the User's Guide provided with the printer
for information on setting up, loading paper, etc.

Connect the printer to the spectrometer with the correct
cable (see notes in the following tables).

If you ordered the printer together with the spectrometer
the cable is provided.
If you purchased the printer separately, you may have to
order the appropriate cable from Perkin-Elmer.

Electronic components can be damaged by static discharges.
Before connecting or disconnecting the printer, make cer-
tain that the spectrometer and printer are switched off.

Switch off the printer and disconnect it from the electri-
cal supply before making changes to the DIP switch set-
tings.
Ensure that you are not statically charged by gripping a
grounded water pipe or the like.
Apart from the DIP switches, do not touch other components
in the printer.
Please refer to the User's Guide provided with the printer
for information on the DIP switches.

(B2131-4.0/Feb. 92)
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2-5 PRINTER CONNECTION

2.4.1

‘ N If #8148 Interface is I\ \

 

PRINTER DIP SWITCHES

The settings required on the DIP switches of various print-
ers are listed below:

1. Epson LQ 850 and LQ 850+

The #8148 Intelligent Interface is an option.
You can also operate the printer in the standard mode
even when the #8148 Interface is installed by disabling
the interface (see DIP switch settings below).

E #8148 Interface 1 Standard
H I installed (no interface)

Cable , B01 e—e-5569 iWi13¥bii5ié39o7i A
M 5 25-pin 6—pin round \i

I 1
DIP Switches s_yy]_y y SW1 ;

.. I r 1y on Printer ", l on III i on III  
1 oh‘! IIIII oh‘ IIIII&

_ _ _ ____, ___,:___, 1 _ i *I 1 ‘ts 1 8
“ ' I svygg R Tswz

on I I on I II
3 oh‘ IIIIIII oh‘ I IIII I

\ ‘ iL- A--WA.‘ _~_._ §

1 I 8 1 8 ;
‘ __ _____ 777-LL. ' ' :' _f":I

DIP Switches . “SW1 1
A on #8148 on I

Interface oh‘ IIIII II .
1 8 I
[ yswz _ swz 1

; on II A on I I
ofi IIII Orr I IIII

1 6 A 1 6“

installed but not required,
* y:mtSWQ=lmuflf

(B2l3l—4.1/Oct. 92)
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 IIIII1-I IIIIII Ii . In

2. Epson LQ 860 Color ’

A serial interface is included as standard.
The #8148 Intelligent Interface is not required, but
can remain in the printer if it is already installed;
it must then either be disabled or you can connect the
printer to the spectrometer via this interface (see DIP
switch settings below).

a) Standard Configuration

T ____ __ ' ' _ t __ 7 1 1_ 7* " I

5 Cable I B016—6569
I 25-pin

DIP Switches ‘ S\{\_I_1 \
§ on Printer; ~ WIIIII I ‘
= ‘off III

1 ._ 7 é I

‘ : ”_SW2y_ y \
.onIIIIp

ofi I III)
1" I 3*

b) #8148 Interface Installed

I 4 \ \

1 Interface disabled F Interface in use j
iii4

§ Cable B016-6569 B016—6569
I 25-pin 25-pin

Q DIP Switches 1 ___ SW] _ SW21 I
on Printer, I on)IIII I ' on IIII I

I * ofi’ I II I ofi I II
1 CW RC8 1 8

Sly/V2/_ _g _g SW2
10nIIII 0nI I P
iofi I III;ofi IIIIII~

5 , ,1.’ _ If t _ I .I @ 1 " 3 i 1‘ 2* I ‘3 i
I err- -2- _ JL r _ I-L ' ___ 7 W _ 7 ' _ W7 t ___ _ 7

i DIP Switches SW1 g _§W1 \
3 on #8148 §

Interface v on onI I :
, @ off IIIII II E off IIIII II I. A 1--. I L Bi__ ____ _1 _7_ _ __1 A. . I

mSW2g__. K I SW2
3 on I on II

ofi I IIII oh‘ IIII
I 6 y *1 I “'6 \

(B2131—4.0/Feb. 92)
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2.4

3. Epson LQ 870

A C82305 Serial Interface must be installed in the
printer for operation with Lambda 2.

r ___ _

‘ Cable j B0l6—6569
25-pin

\ DIP Switches
1 on Printer

1‘ g I , _ _

SWH
* W1‘... II
1

~ Ofi II III

1 I 8

SW5!

0n§Il II
ofij II II

I i 1 4

l DIP Switches
‘ on C82305
; Interface
1

SWO-
I On HIII II
I ofi! III I

.1,_ ri 6r

; Jumper J5 on JNOR f

4. Epson LQ 200

A #8143 Serial Interface must be installed in the
printer for operation with Lambda 2.

5 Cable
TC *2 "C If " CHE P I ’ H I II I I if I

E B0l6—6569
l 25-pin

DIP Switches
5 on Printer

1 _ _

 SW1
on III I

§ mt III I

1 -,fi§N2 _-.
5

I
i

—L @

DIP Switches
on #8143

j Interface

SWH

r—-—------it

OO III3
II II
IIIIII

IMIRRICIRCRB

Jumper JNOR closed
Jumper JREV Open.

(B2131-4.1/Oct. 92)
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2.5 STANDARD CELL HOLDER

The standard cell holder accommodates a large selection of
rectangular cells up to 12.4 mm x 12.4 mm square (outside
dimensions). Spacers for short pathlength cells are available
to extend the applications of the holder.
The holder is both vertically and horizontally adjustable to
ensure perfect alignment of the cell sample area in the
radiation beam.
An integral lifter can be used to raise short cells.
Two standard cell holders are provided with the spectrometer.

Aperture Mask Lifter
Slot

Locking Screw\

Horizontal
Adjustment
Screw

Locking Screw

Figure 2-2. Standard Cell Holder
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2.5-1-
CELL HOLDER The cell holder is installed as follows:
INSTALLATION

1) Orientate the holder so that the lifter is toward the rear
of the sample compartment.

2) Lower the holder so that the two alignment holes slip over
the two studs on the baseplate at the bottom of the
sample compartment.

3) Move the milled posts a little to locate the threaded
holes in the baseplate, and then tighten the milled posts.

Figure 2-3. Sample Compartment
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2.5.2.
STANDARD
RECTANGULAR
CELLS

STOPPERED
CELLS

REMOVAL OF
THE SAHLE
COHPARTHNT
COVER

The standard cell holder accommodates rectangular cells up
to 12.4 m x 12.4 mm square (10 mm optical pathlength).
No horizontal alignment of the cell in the radiation beam
1S necessary.

The height of the liquid in the cell, from the cell base to
the meniscus, should not be less than about 25 mm.
If it is less than this, then the cell must be raised by means
of the vertical lifter, or a microcell must be used.

Standard rectangular cells with pathlengths of less than
10 mm may be accommodated by using appropriate spacers.

Procedures for aligning microcells when using the standard
cell holder are given in section 7.3

When using stoppered cells, a build up of pressure can
cause the cells to split.
To avoid this:
* only fill the cell sufficiently for the radiation beam to

pass through the solution. The air space above the liquid
should be adequate to compensate for presssure changes due
to evaporation and temperature changes.

* If the cell must be filled completely with solution, do not
press the stopper right in. Set the stopper lightly in the
cell opening.
If high temperature measurements are to be made, the use of
stoppers with drilled capillaries is recommended.

Some of the accessories require removal of the sample
compartment cover.
This must be done carefully as follows:

1) Open the cover only about 30 degrees to provide clearance
between the hinged end of the cover and the top of the
spectrometer.

2) While holding the cover at the 30 degrees angle with one
hand, use the other to grasp the the cover at its long side,
near the hinge, and pull straight up to release one hinge.

3) Repeat the above step on the other side to release the
cover from the other hinge.

The sample compartment cover, or other accessory cover, is
installed by following the above procedure in reverse.
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2-11 ACCESSORIES

2.5.3.
ACCESSORIES

NOTE:

THERMOSTATTED
SUPER SIPPER

LC MICRO-
FLOWCELL

LIGHT PIPE
ACCESSORY

For accessory operation an accessory control board must be
fitted. This should only be carried out by a Perkin-Elmer
service representative, or similarly qualified person.

If installation of accessories requires the removal of the
sample compartment baseplate, proceed as follows:

* Unscrew the 4 allen screws and lift out the baseplate,
complete with cell holders.

* The accessory may now be installed by following the
instructions in the manual supplied with the accessory.

* Electrical connection of the accessory to the instrument
is made at the right hand side of the instrument where
all the communication ports are found.
The accessory ports are marked for each accessory.
See Figure 2.4.

Lambda 2, unlike older Lambda instruments has a 1 piece
baseplate in the sample compartment. Because of this some
accessories may have to be fitted slightly differently to
the directions in the accessory manual.

(Part no. 126-830).
Remove the cell holder from the baseplate delivered with
the accessory and mount it directly onto the Lambda 2 sample
compartment baseplate.

(Part no. 110-662).
when using this accessory with the Lambda 2, the
sample compartment baseplate small kit (180-210) is required

when using this accessory with Lambda 2, the sample
compartment baseplate small kit (180-210) is required.
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2.5.4 Accessory Connections

Some models of the Lambda 2 Spectrometer have a different connector

2.5.4
ACCESSORY CONNECTION

panel for connecting various accessories:

- LP 75 has a connector for an analog recorder (Figure 2—4a)
- LP 75/1 has a connector for a temperature sensor (Figure 2-4b)
- LP 75/2 has a connector for the AS-90 autosampler (Figure 2-4c)

The basic Lambda 2 model has only one RS 232 C interface and no
other accessory connectors.

Cell
Changer
$§"9Ie @‘]@ OFF

1 Supper J1
4

Multi- J56
2 Sampler©© J48 9 6

P15
2ndRS @@

s3 1teezuuuuuuuu4 Io 

1) J14: Connector for Cell Changers
Single Sipper
Super Sipper
Econo Sipper

2) J48: Connector for Multisampler

3) P15: 2nd RS 232 C Interface

4) 1st RS 232 C Interface

Overlay

Recorder

7

5) ON/OFF switch for overlay
output with analog recorder

6) J56: Connector for analog
recorder control cable

7) Output for analog recorder

Figure 2-4a LP 75 Connector Panel for Connecting Accessories

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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_ "I" " III‘ 1-I _ -

Cell
Changersingle @[]

1 Sipper J14

Multi- J48
Sam ler2 P

P15 Temp.
3 §,‘;,",,, <<I>>[]@ Q 5

1 st
RS2324 i!!!!!!!!
:5.

1) J14: Connector for Cell Changers 4)lst RS 232 C Interface
Single Sipper
Super Sipper 5) Connector for the
Econo Sipper A temperature sensor

2) J48: Connector for the Multisampler

3) P15: 2nd RS 232 C Interface

Figure 2-4b LP 75/1 Connector Panel for Connecting Accessories

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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SI

---1-qr __-|-in r T _'"'"1|ri'*1III-|II||—-I’  77 7 ’

Autosampler AS 90

@ @
1 P6

Cell J14¢"a~ger©[I@2 Sipper
P15 J1

2d3 @@ @@~@ 5
1

“S232 !!!!!!!!4 :t 

1) P6: Connector for AS—90 Autosampler 4) lst RS 232 C Interface

2) J14: Connector for Cell Changers 5) J1: Connector for external

3) P15: 2nd RS

Figure 2-4c

IMPORTANT:

Single Sipper accessories
Super Sipper
Econo Sipper

232 C Interface

LP 75/2 Connector Panel for Connecting Accessories

SUPER SIPPER CONNECTION

Super and Econo Sippers of recent manufacture are provided
with two cables to connect the sipper to a spectrometer:

1. Cable B013-2227 (U.S.A. P/N C645-0020) is required to
connect the sipper to Perkin-Elmer UV/VIS (/NIR) spectrom-
eters QECQQL Lambda 2.

2. Cable B055-2064 (U.S.A. P/N C645—0024) is required to
connect the sipper to a Lambda 2 spectrometer.

CAUTION: Never use Cable B0l3—2227 to connect the sipper
to a Lambda 2 spectrometer; damage to the internal circuit-
ry can otherwise result.
If you have a sipper of older manufacture and intend to use
it with Lambda 2, please order cable B055-2064 (C645—0024)
from Perkin-Elmer.

(B2131-4.0/Feb. 92)
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PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION

This page has been left blank intentionally
The instrument optical path and explanation are
found on the following pages.
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PRINCIPLES OF DPERATIO 3-3

OPTICAL The optical path of the Lambda 2 is represented in
SYSTEM Figure 3-1 on the facing page.

The monochromator is a concave holographic grating with
1053 lines/m.

Planar mirror P1 is moved into position by a mechanical arm.“
When it is in position, light from the deuterium lamp DL, is
blocked, and light from the halogen lamp HL, is reflected
onto the toroidal mirror T2.
Source changes, due to the positioning of mirror P1, occur
in synchronization with the monochromator, at a specified
wavelength. The monochromator stops slewing until the source
change is complete.

Radiation is focussed by T2, passing through the filter
wheel (FN) onto the entry slit E51.
The filter wheel rotates different optical filters into the
radiation beam. It is synchronised with the monochromator.
The filters serve to limit the wavelength range reaching
the monochromator, and so reduce stray radiation.
Radiation passes through the entry slit to the monochromator.
Radiation is spectrally dispersed by the monochromator and
focussed on the exit slit ES2.

After passing through the exit slit, radiation passes to the
spherical mirror S3. Radiation is reflected onto the
beam splitter BS, which allows 50% of the radiation to pass
through to planar mirror P4. 50% of the radiation is reflected
onto planar mirror P5. '
Mirror P4 focuses the radiation beam in the sample cuvette.
The radiation is then focused onto the sample photo—diode
detector by a simple convex lens.
Mirror P5 focuses the radiation beam in the reference cuvette.
The radiation is then focused onto the reference photo—diode
detector by a simple convex lens.
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SPECIFICATION

OPERATING
PRINCIPLE

Double beam spectrometer for the UV/VIS region, with
microcomputer electronics, keyboard entry and
vacuum fluorescence display.

MONOCHROMATOR Holographic concave grating with 1053 lines/mm.

RADIATION
SOURCES

WAVELENGTH
RANGE

STRAY
RADIATION

WAVELENGTH:
Accuracy

Prealigned Deuterium and Tungsten-halogen lamps with
automatic lamp switching.

190 nm through 1100 nm.

Measured with 2 sec response time:
< 0.03 %T at 220 nm,
< 0.02 %T at 340 nm, 370 nm.
Absorbance: > 2 A at 200 nm
(measured with a 1.2% KCl solution against distilled water)

i 0.3 nm at Deuterium peak 656.1 nm.

Reproducibility i_0.1 nm

SPECTRAL
SLIT WIDTH

PHOTOMETRIC
Accuracy

2 nm

i_0.005 A at 1 A (measured with NBS 930 filters).

Repr0ducibility_i 0.002 A at 1A.

Range

Stability

BASELINE
STABILITY

NOISE

—3 A to +3 A.

< 0.0003 A/h (at 500 nm, 1 sec response time, after
warmup).

i_0.001 A (200 — 1100 nm at 0 A, 2 sec response time,
240 nm/min scan speed).

< 0.0003 A (at 0 A, 500 nm, 2 sec response time).

(B2131-A3.2/1.91)
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4.1 DATA OUTPUT

DIGITAL PORT RS—232-C/V24 interface for connecting an Epson printer or
an Epson PC; optional second RS-232-C/V24

ANALOG PORT For connecting an analog chart recorder (option)

DISPLAY

4.2

POWER

40 character, alphanumeric vacuum fluorescence display
for parameter, results and operating information

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION

Any voltage between 100 and 240 V, 50/60 Hz;
REQUIREMENTS instrument automatically adjusts to the prevailing voltage.

FUSES

TECHNICAL
STANDARD

RADIO
SUPPRESSION

200 — 240 V operation requires one 2.5 ampere SloBlo fuse.
100 — 110 V operation requires one 4.0 ampere SloBlo fuse.

In compliance with the requirements for technical
instruments stipulated by IEC 348, VDE 0411.

Fulfils regulation VDE 0871/B of the F.R.G.



Specifications
4.3

4-3 METHOD SPECIFIC PARAMETERS

4-3 METHOD SPECIFIC PARAMETERS

TIMEDRIVE METHODS

Ordinate Mode Choice of %T, ABS or conc

Response Time 0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 5; 10 Sec

Cycles 0-99 cycles, 0.01 - 999.9 min cycle time

Batches 0—99 samples, start sample ID 0-99

Graphics,
Method and
Data output

Individually selectable

Sample/User Up to 8 characters on the numeric keypad
Identification

SCAN METHODS

Ordinate Mode Choice of %T, ABS, and first to fourth derivatives

Scan Speed

Smoothing

Cycles

Batches

Graphics,
Method and
Data Output

Sample/User
Identification

7.5; 15; 30; 60; 120; 240; 480; 960; 1920; 2880 nm/min

0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 nm

0-99 cycles, 0 - 999.9 min cycle time

0-99 samples, start sample ID 0-99

Individually selectable

Up to 8 characters on the numeric keypad
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WAVPROG METHODS

Ordinate Mode

Response Time

Cycles

Batches

Graphics,
Method and
Data Output

Sample/User
Identification

CONC METHODS

Ordinate Mode

Response Time

Smoothing

Calibration

Batches

Graphics,
Method and
Data Output

Sample/User
Identification

Choice of %T, ABS, Ratio, Difference, Concentration.

0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 5;

0-99 cycles, 0 - 999.9 min cycle time

0~99 samples, start sample ID 0-99

Individually selectable

Up to 8 characters on the numeric keypad

10 s

Choice of ABS, 2 or 3 wavelength analysis, 2nd derivative
and peak area

0.1; 0.2; 0.5; 1; 2; 5; 10 s
(For ABS and 2 or 3 wavelength analysis only)

0, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 nm
(for 2nd derivative and peak area analysis only)

Using up to 15 standards, with 4 possible curve fits

0-99 samples, start sample ID 0-99

Individually selectable

Up to 8 characters on the numeric keypad

Perkin-Elmer reserves the right to make technical alterations
without notice.

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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Figure 5-1. Lambda 2 Display and Keyboard.

Instrument operation is straightforward.
The display shows instrument status and parameters in the top
line. The bottom line displays prompts for any input the
user must make.
All user input is made from the instrument keyboard.

The following keys are found on the keyboard:

Key Function

0 to 9 Numerical keys for numerical input.

CE Clears any unentered input from the display.

METHOD Allows the user to call up methods from the method memory.
That method may then be used for analysis, or reviewed, and if
necessary, amended.

PARAMTER If the active method is to be reviewed, this key allows the
user to scroll method parameters onto the display. If necessary
the parameter value may be amended.
When PARAM appears as a prompt below an option, pressing
PARAMTER will carry out the option on the display.

< > When one or two arrows are shown on a display prompt, either
of the arrow keys should be pressed. This may be because
method parameters can only take instrument set values, or
because a number of different options are available,
these are accessed using the arrow keys.
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Operating Controls 5-2 Function Keys

KEY Function

ENTER

GOTO LAMBDA

BACK CORR

POINT

HELP

STOP

METHODS

If a parameter value is to be amended, after the new value has
been typed into the prompt line, pressing ENTER will fix the
new value in the method.

Allows the user to change the wavelength shown on the status
display. Press GOTO, type in the new wavelength and press
ENTER. Or type in wavelength and press GOTO.

Carries out an autozero at the wavelength shown on the
status display.

Decimal point for numerical entry.
Pressed in conjunction with PARAMETER, access to TAGGED
parameters can be gained (see Section 5.4.8).
Pressed in conjunction with HELP a directory of stored
methods can be printed out.

Pressing HELP at any stage will display hints and advice
concernin a particular parameter or instrument operation.
Pressing T- HELP in a branch prints out a branch directory.
Pressing . HELP at a branch header prints out a complete
instrument directory. .

STOP will terminate an analysis run.
Also during method modification pressing STOP at any stage
will return the display to the method header.
Pressing STOP while the method header is on the display will
return the display to the status display.
Pressing STOP while on the status display will return the
software to the branch header.

Instrument software allows a number of analytical methods to
be carried out.

TIMEDRIVE methods measure sample absorption at one wavelength
against time. This allows simple reaction
kinetics to be studied, for example.

SCAN methods allow samples to be scanned between two
wavelengths and their spectra obtained.

WAVPROG methods allow sample absorption to be measured
at up to 20 different wavelengths.

CONC 1 methods allow calibration of a concentration
standard curve based on sample absorbance, and
analysis of samples of unknown concentration.

CONC 2 methods allow calibration of a concentration
standard curve based on peak area or derivative
magnitude, and analysis of samples of unknown
concentration.



5.2
Operating Controls 5-3 Turning On

5-2 TURNING ON
Flip the rocker switch to turn on the instrument.
During the startup routine the display will read:

" VERSION X.X
BUSY "

After completing the startup routine, the display will show
the status display:

"500.0 NM 0.000ABS
INPUT > <"

Pressing START will start the last method used before
power off.
Alternatively, you can call up a method to the active memory
and use it for an analysis run, or to review and amend its
parameters.
Type in the method number and press METHOD.

You can also, measure sample absorbance manually using the
status display. To do this, amend the displayed wavelength
using the GOTO LAM key, and then place a reference and a
sample in the sample compartment. The absorbance now shown
on the display is that of the sample at that wavelength.

CALLING A " H " 1 Status Display
METHOD 500 nm 0.000ABS

INPUT > <

n mzmaon srop
.7. .. - I

METHOD n METHOD TYPE Methee Heeeer
PARAM

Li

/ START There are three options to
e e " T "T T * e choose at this position:

1 Press START to begin an
analysis run.

2 If method 'n' is not needed
PARAMETER STOP press METHOD and then

select another method. Or
access another method with

I the arrow keys.

3 To modify the method
Y press PARAMETER.

MODIFY METHOD _ _ _ _
PARAM / ____>_ Method Modification Options

are detailed on the next
pages.

_ iii 11* _m _ 7

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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5.3

MODIFY METHOD

DELETE METHOD

NEW METHOD

($)

EMPTY METHOD
FILES

METHOD MODIFICATION OPTIONS

Allows the user to review all the method parameters, and
then, if necessary, amend them.
Repeatedly pressing PARAMETER allows the user to scroll
through the method parameters. Whilst a parameter is on the
display it can be amended.
If the user only wants to use existing methods and change
parameters in those methods he only needs to press PARAMETER
when at the method header and he will automatically come to
the Modify Method option.
Pressing PARAMETER again will scroll the first method
parameter onto the display.

Allows the user to delete the method.
Upon pressing PARAMETER the method file in the memory will
be deleted, and simultaneously the next method will be called
to the active memory.
(e.g. If method 1 is deleted here, then method 2 will
automatically be called to the active memory.)

Once PARAMETER has been pressed a number of NEW METHOD
options can be accessed by pressing the arrow keys:

NEW TIMEDRIVE: If PARAMETER is pressed then a new timedrive
method can be created in this method file.

NEW SCAN: If PARAMTER is pressed then a new scan method
can be created in this method file.

NEW WAVPROG: If PARAMETER is pressed then a new wavprog
method can be created in this method file.

NEW CONC 1: If PARAMETER
method can be created in

is pressed then a new conc 1
this method file.

NEW CONC 2: If PARAMTER
method can be created in

is pressed then a new conc 2
this method file.

NEW FROM MARK: If PARAMTER is pressed then a method that
has been marked will be copied into this method file.
(See also MARK FOR COPY below).

If no method is stored at the number entered the new
method options will immediately be displayed.
This allows the user to create completely new methods without
altering existing ones.
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CHECK MTHOD Allows the method parameters to be checked, but it is not
possible to amend the parameter values. This option is
useful when a method file has been write-protected and no
MODIFY method option is available. CHECK still allows the
method parameters to be checked.

MARK FOR COPY Pressing PARAMETER will mark the method. This marked
method can then be copied into another method file. To do this,

($) call the second method file, go to NEW FROM MARK (S) in
the new method options and press PARAMETER. The marked
method will be copied over into this method file.
Immediately after pressing PARAMETER to mark a method the
display returns to the method header.

PRINT MTHOD Pressing PARAMETER will print out the method parameters.

P — ' — 7 7 -‘Ti F12‘
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5-4 ANALYSIS METHODS

This section describes the various methods present in the
instrument software. Flowcharts show the sequence of
parameters in the methods, and on the facing pages each
parameter is explained in detail.
Some parameters dealing with the output of analysis results
are comon to all methods. These common parameters are
explained in a section of their own immediately after the
method specific parameters.

Up to 20 methods can be stored in the instrument.
When the instrument is delivered, methods 1 to 5 contain
1 each of the five different analytical methods.

Methods are "named" with numbers and can take any name between
1 to 999.

CREATING Enter a method number which is not occupied. The NEW METHOD
NEW MTHODS options will be displayed immediately. A new method can be

written in this file.
If there are no free method files, decide which method can be
overwritten. Select that method and go to the New Method
options. A new method can be written.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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METH 1 TIMEDRIVE/MAN
PARAM / START

PARAMETER

1
MODIFY METHOD
PARAM/ --->

PARAMETER

ORDINATE ABS
<-- -->

I
PARAMETER

WAVELENGTH 500.0 NM
ENTER > <

(cont'd)
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MTHOD When the method header is on the display the
HEADER the active memory. Two options are available

method is in

* Carry out an analysis run by pressing START.
* Review or amend the method parameters by pressing PARAMETER

METHOD Using the arrow keys, select what type of task is to be
MODIFICATION carried out on the method. Select MODIFY method to review

and amend the method.

ORDINATE Sets the units in which readings are to be made.
The options are:
%T Percent Transmittance
ABS Absorbance
CONC = Concentration units (see the FACTOR parameter also)

The required ordinate is brought into the display by
pressing the arrow keys.

WAVELENGTH The wavelength at which sample absorption is
Any wavelength between 190.0 nm and 1100.0 nm can be selected
in 0.1 nm increments.
Type in the wavelength value and press ENTER

NOTE: Using the Timedrive Method you can enter 0 for the WAVELENGTH,

to be measured.

giving zero order white radiation which is needed to adjust
the cell changer.

(cont'd)

(B2131-A3.0/7-90)
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5.4-1-

PAREMETER

FACTOR
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

RESPONSE
<-- -->

0.5 SEC

(common parameters follow: 5.4-6)
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FACTOR

RESPONSE

Allows a factor to be applied to the instrument reading.
For instance, measurements can be made directly in
concentration.
The absorbance value is multiplied by the factor to give a
reading in concentration.
This is based on the Beer-Lambert law, the final form of
which gives a linear relation between the absorbance and
concentration of a sample:

A = 6C1 where A is the absorbance,
E is the molar absorption coefficient,
C is the concentration of the sample,

and l is the pathlength of the cell-

Thus, if we know the molar absorption coefficient 6, the
cell pathlength l, and the absorbance A, we can determine
the sample concentration using the relation:

C = A/El.

Hence to get a concentration reading we must enter the factor
1/61 for the sample being dealt with.

If no concentration readout is required, then enter a factor
of 1 (default value).

A factor can also be used to make corrections for dilutions
of original solutions or to correct for weighing errors.

Sets the time interval between registration of readings by
the instrument-
Long response times result in a good signal-to-noise ratio,
but can lead to a smoothing of the signal with a rapidly
changing sample. In general choose as short a response time
as possible without noise becoming a problem.
The required response time is scrolled onto the display with
the arrow keys.
Possible values are:

0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 seconds.

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)

(B2131-A1/R)
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METH 2 SCAN/MAN
PARAM / START

_ I I _-,_ -_ - _

1

PARAMETER

MODIFY METHOD
PARAM / --->

PARAMETER

 1
ORDINATE ABS
<---->

(cont‘d)
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MTHOD
HEADER

MTHOD
MODIFICATION

ORDINATE
MODE

CHOICE OF
DERIVATIVE

DERIVATIVE
ORDER

SCAN SPEED

SMOOTH

NOTE:

When the method header is in the display the method is in
the active memory. Two options are available:
* Carry out an analysis run by pressing START.
* Review or amend the method parameters by pressing PARAMTER

Using the arrow keys, select what type of task is to be
carried out on the method. Select MODIFY method to review
and amend the method.

Sets the units in which readings are to be made-
The options are: -
%T = Percent Transmittance units
ABS = Absorbance units
D1 to D4 = First to Fourth Derivatives of the spectrum.
Select the appropriate units with the arrow keys.

Derivative operation resolves overlapping bands and
discriminates in favor of steeper characteristics. Broad
band interference is reduced and fine structure within absorp-
tion bands is enhanced. Derivative spectra provide more easily
interpreted qualitative information from samples with
overlapping absorption bands, and aid quantitative analysis
when spectra contain unwanted background absorption.

Resolution and discrimination increase with the derivative
order, but the signal-to-noise ratio decreases. The second
derivative is usually more useful than the first. As well as
greater resolution, the characteristic minimum at a primary
signal peak is easy to identify. If second derivative
resolution is insufficient, third or fourth derivatives may
be necessary, if the noise can be tolerated.

Setting instrument parameters to optimize derivative spectra
is often a matter of trial and error. However, the following
notes provide some general information for parameter selection
As a general rule:

Scan speed (nm/min) = PW (nm) x 10

PW being the peak width of the component to be resolved.
Scan speeds that are too high lead to a loss of resolution-
The smooth setting of the instrument should be small compared
to the features of interest. The influence of smooth setting
is more pronounced in derivative operation than in absorbance
operation.
Smooth value should have a value 1/2 of the peak width.
(A smooth value of 0 gives no derivative, regardless of the
ordinate chosen).
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PARAMETER

WAV-MAX 1100 NM
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

WAV.MIN 190 NM
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

SPEED 960 NM/MIN
<-~-->

(cont*d)
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WAV MAX These two parameters set the scan range within which
the sample spectrum is to be scanned-
WAV MAX is the top limit of that range.

WAV MIN WAV MIN is the lower limit of that range.
Permitted values: WAV MAX 1100.0 - 190.0 nm

WAV MIN 190.0 - 1100.0 nm.
Type in the appropriate value and press ENTER.

SPEED Scan speed selection depends upon analytical requirements
and the nature of the sample.

Survey spectra and spectra 2880; 1920;
of broad band samples 480; 240 nm/min

W’ 7, 7 ii 7*? 77 "17 Ii in

Spectra of solid and
liquid samples 120; 60; 30 nm/min

Gaseous samples, high resolution
or expanded spectra 30; 15; 7.5 nm/min

n-nu-1 *1’:-an-I 7*’ frr ewvuunil *1-I-nu:-I *'***7* '1--u-I 7* -1-II

Tracing the natural form of an absorption band is influenced
by the scan speed and smooth setting.
No given set of instrument parameters will be valid for

" all absorption bands.
These general recommendations should help the user to trace
an absorption band as close to its natural form as possible:

1. For narrow absorption bands, slow scanning speeds and
the smallest possible Smooth setting in keeping with the
noise should be chosen.

2- Broad absorption bands allow the selection of faster
scanning speeds.

(If a derivative ordinate mode has been chosen see the
previous page for recommendations on speed in derivative mode
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I
PARAMETER

SMOOTH 2 NM
<---->

(common parameters follow, 5.4.6)
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5.4.2-

SMOOTH The selectable smooth settings allow spectral resolution
to be controlled and noise filtered out.
This is done by processing the signal using the Savitzky/Golay
algorithm.
Signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced as noise is smoothed out
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recorded with different SMOOTH settings

1/2 the peak width. Spectrum quality is not compromised
Spectrum recorded with 6 nm smooth. Spectrum quality is
poor
Spectrum recorded with 10 nm smooth. It is no longer
possible to recognise any spectrum.

Too large a Smooth setting can result in too extreme
averaging of the signal. Some spectral fine structure may
be smoothed and lost.
On the other hand, if the smooth setting is too small,
spectral features may be obscured by noise.
A compromise must be found.
In general, the Smooth should have a value of half the
peakwidth of the narrowest peak in the spectrum.
Permitted smooth values vary with the scanning speed:

NOTE: (A smooth of O nm will result in no derivative spectra
being obtained, even with a derivative ordinate).

SCANNING up to
SPEED 960 nm/min 1920 nm/min 2880 nm/min

SMOOTH O, 2, 3, 4, O, 4, 6, 8, 10 nm O, 6, 8, 10 nm
VALUES 6, 8, 10 nm

Should an incorrect setting be chosen, the instrument will
display a hint that the speed or smooth should be changed,
otherwise no smoothing of the signal will occur.
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5-18 WZVPROG METHODS

7 1, _ _ nr~"1I|Ir" _ _

METH 3 WAVPROG/MAN
PARAM / START

PARAMETER

l
MODIFY METHOD
<----->

PARAMETER

l S
ORDINATE
<---->

ABS

PARAMETER

l  
# WAVELENGTHS
ENTER

O
> <

PARAMETER

up l
WAVEL 1 360 NM’ IWAVEL 2 OOONM WAVEL n OOONM
-->/ENTER ~->/ENTER -->/ENTER

PARAMETER

RESPONSE 0.2 SEC
<---->

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)
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MTHOD
HEADER

METHOD
MODIFICATION

ORDINATE
MODE

# WAVELENGTHS

WAVEL 1 — n

RESPONSE

when the method header is in the display the method is in
the active memory. Two options are available:
* Carry out the analysis run by pressing START
* Review or amend the method parameters by pressing PARAMETER

Using the arrow keys, select what type of task is to be
carried out on the method. Select MODIFY method to review
and amend the method.

Sets the units in which readings are to be made.
The options are:
%T = Percent Transmittance.
ABS = Absorbance.
RAT = Ratio = ABS 1/ABS 2
DIF = Difference = ABS 1 — ABS 2
CONC = Concentration (Only with version 5.x)
Select the required unit with the arrow keys.

This is the number of wavelengths at which sample absorption
is to be measured.
Any number between 1 and 20 can be entered. Type the number
and press ENTER.
For the Difference and Ratio ordinates the number of wave-
lengths entered must be a multiple of 2.
when differences and ratios are calculated it is always

ABS 1 — ABS 2, ABS 3 — ABS4 and so on, or

ABS 1/ ABS 2, ABS 3/ ABS 4 and so on.

Allows the measurement wavelengths to be entered. After
entering one wavelength press the arrows to progress to the
next wavelength.

Enter wavelengths in sequence starting with the highest.
Wavelengths will be scanned in the order in which they are
entered.

Values between 190.0 - 1100.0 nm in 0.1 nm increments are
permitted.
Type in the wavelength and press ENTER.

Sets the time interval between registration of readings by
the instrument.
Long response times lead to a good signal-to-noise ratio,
but can result in a distorted signal. Hence choose as short a
response time as possible without noise becoming a problem.
Possible values are: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 sec.
Select the required response time with the arrow keys.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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Q 7 and 1-1 7T 77' 7 ‘Fri 7

FACTOR 1 1
-->/ENTER > <

_ __ __i___7_

(Common parameters follow: 5.4.6)

(B2l3l—A3.0/7.90)
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FACTOR You can enter a factor for each wavelength.
The measured absorbance will be multiplied by the factor,
and the result shown on the display. This allows you, for
example, to read the concentration directly
This is based on the Beer—Lambert law which

A = sod Where A = Absorbance
g =
C
d

assumes a linear
correlation between concentration and absorbance of a sample

Molar absorption coefficient
Concentration of the sample
Pathlength of the sample cell

If the Absorption coefficient 8,pathlength d and the
absorbance A are known then you can calculate the sample
concentration c using the following equation:

c = A/ed

In order to get a concentration value, you must enter a
factor of 1/8d for your sample.
If you do not need a concentration value, then enter a factor
of 1.

You can also enter a correction factor for dilution of
original solution or for errors in weight.

Select the wavelength using the arrow keys
the factor and press the ENTER key.

(< >), then enter

The FACTOR parameter is only available in version 5.x.

(B2l31—A3.0/7.90)
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METH 4 conc 1
PARAM / START

,1 .. ... ._. __ __..,

PARAMETER

1 .. ...
MODIFY'METHOD

E PARAM /‘—~——>

1' _ I _" 1

PARAMETER

MODE 3WL ANALYS
<——~->

(Common parameters follow: 5.4.6)

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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METHOD when the method header is in the display the method is in
HEADER the active memory. Two options are available:

* Carry out an analysis run by pressing START
* Review or amend the method by pressing PARAMETER

METHOD Using the arrow keys, select what type of task is to be
MODIFICATION carried out on the method. Select MODIFY method to review

and amend the method

MODE Sets the process by which the absorbance and hence the
concentration is measured from the readings.
Three options are available:

1U) 1

m 11

< 1

1 ABS a ABSUHI)

ABS The absorbance at one wavelength is used to
calculate the sample concentration.

cf: 1?
CD 1‘
< 1

ABS I ABSUI1) - ABS(\42)

**i@-IX-@— 

w1 2 )\W

DELTA ABS The absolute absorbance is calculated from two
wavelengths to compensate for baseline offset.

ml
D31
< F

. . 5

.5111‘4_f
q—1|-0-Q

I O

QQQ

-nun QG

‘Q

ABS = ABS(v1)-(ABS(w2)-ABS(w3))*(w1-w3]/(w2-w3)-ABSIH3)

Q.“

Q

| "--| ' -

"3 W1 W2 A

3WL ANALYS The absolute absorbance is calculated from 3
wavelengths to compensate for a sloping baseline.

Select the required ordinate with the arrow keys.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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PARAMETER

WAVEL 1 OOONM WAVEL 2 OOONM WAVEL 3 OOONM
—->/ENTER > < < > ->/ENTER > < < > —>/ENTER > <  1 1I

PARAMETER

1-
# OF STANDARDS n
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

CONC UNITS C
<---—>

.7 'Ju— 1|‘ I___

PARAMETER

- I I
_ 1 ' _ *' _ "Ll ' 7

STDl 2.0 C STD2 XC STD3 yC
—->/ENTER > < < > —>/ENTER > < < > ->/ENTER > <,

_ _ 1_ ' ___ ' "

pan F’ 1 I-nu was ,_ ' 1_ |I|___ J 7

PARAMETER

STANDARDS YES
<-—-->

l-Ii I
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WAVEL 1 - 3 Selects the wavelengths at which absorbance is to be
measured to calculate the concentration. If only one
wavelength is required for calculation only one can be input.

If DELTA ABS has been chosen then two wavelengths must be
input,

If 3WL

and hence the arrow key prompt in the display.

ANALYS has been chosen three wavelengths must be input
and therefore there are arrow prompts when this analysis
is being used.

Type in the wavelengths and press ENTER.

# OF STANDARDS Sets the number of standard solutions to be used to set
up the standard curve.
Type in the number and press ENTER.

CONC UNITS
MMOL =

G/L =
MG/L =
MOL =

C =

Select

STD 1 - n

Concentration can be calculated in a number of units:
millimolar units, a solution with a concentration of
1 millimole substance per litre is a 1 millimolar
solution.
grams of substance per litre.
milligrams of substance per litre.
molar units, a solution with a concentration of
1 mole of substance per litre is a 1 molar solution.
is a general unit allowing the user to have results
in other units from those above. If standard solutions
in say ug/L are entered as C units, then the results
output in C units will also be in ug/L.

the required units with the arrow keys.

The concentrations of the n standard solutions can be entered
Enter each concentration and then press an arrow key to
access

STANDARDS

the next standard.

Selects whether a new set of standard solutions must be
scanned upon starting each method. If the same standard
curve is to be used repeatedly, set NO in the display.
If many different standards are to be used then set YES in
the display. Change between YES and NO with the arrow keys.

(cont'd)
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PARAMETER

VALUE 1 xxx ABS VALUE 2 XXXABS
->/ENTER > < ->/ENTER > <

(cont‘d)
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VALUE 1 — n Calibration of the meth0d‘s standard curve does not require
the measurement of standard solutions if absorbance values
are already known from the literature, or have been generated
elsewhere in the laboratory.
These absorbance values can be input to the instrument
on this parameter line.
Ensure that the ABS values are entered in the same order that
the standard concentration values were entered.
After entering each absorbance value, press an arrow key >
to access the next ABS value.
If the standard curve is to be set up using already known
absorbance values, set the previous parameter, STANDARDS
to NO. In this way the instrument will not request standard
solutions when the method is started.
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PAR$METER

CUR FIT LINEAR
<---->

(cont'd)
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CUR FIT

RELIABILITY

Dependent upon the samples being analyzed, different
standard curves can be calculated by the instrument:

LINEAR; Absorbance varies linearly with concentration
throughout the whole range being dealt with. The standard
curve passes through the origin.
A minimum of one standard is required.

LINEAR INTERC; Absorbance varies linearly with concentration
throughout the whole range being dealt with. However an
intercept on the absorbance axis compensates for a consistent
background absorption, due, for example, to cloudy solutions.
A minimum of two standards is required.

QUADRATIC; In some or all of the range being dealt with,
absorbance no longer varies linearly with concentration.
A quadratic curve is required to fit the data. The curve
passes through the origin.
A minimum of two standards is required.

QUADRATIC INTERC; As for the quadratic curve above, except that
an intercept on the absorbance axis compensates for a
consistent background absorption, due, for example, to cloudy
solutions.
A minimum of three standards is required.

Select the appropriate curve fit with the arrow keys.

with Lambda 2, linear curve—fit measurements are possible.
The highest sample concentration must not exceed the highest
standard concentration.
For maximum reliability of results with quadratic curve fits,
it is recommended that more standards from the non-linear
region are used than from the linear region.

(B2131OA3.0/7.90)
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I
PARAMETER

1 at
FACTOR 1
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

1
DIVISOR 1
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

RESPONSE 0.2 SEC
<---->

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)
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FACTOR
DIVISOR

RESPONSE

Allow any dilutions that have taken place during sample
preparation to be taken into account during setup
of the method. By entering a Factor or Divisor, the displayed
results can always be those relating directly to the original
sample.
By setting the Factor/Divisor as a START parameter (see 5.4.8)
a correction factor for each individual sample can be entered
before analysis, giving results that are immediately comparable
with one another.

For example:
A specific constituent in a powder is to be determined, and
the results given as mg/g (mg of substance to g of powder).
The standard curve has however been established with
pure substance in units of mg/L.
In order that the results are given as mg/g, regardless of the
amount of powder actually weighed out, the actual weight of
powder in each sample must be entered as divisor.
If dilution takes place to 0.25 liter rather than to 1 liter
then a dilution factor of 0.25 must also be entered.
The results are then automatically calculated as follows:

J

(F(L)/W(g)) * C(mg/L) = Result (mg/g).

where F = dilution factor, W = Weight of powder,
C = measured concentration.

Sets the time interval between registration of readings by
the instrument.
Long response times lead to a good signal-to-noise ratio, but
can result in a distorted signal. Choose as short a response
time as possible without noise becoming a problem.
Select the required response time with the arrow keys.

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)
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__ -p-;_ _ _ _ 7' pr 7 7 7 _ 7 1 |—-1' _

77 7 I-lu_ '11 7 7

METH 5 CONC2/MAN
PARAM / START

1 .i_ _ __

PARAMETER

T" ___ E 7|nI 7 "1'_' 1774l_ _

MODIFY METHOD
PARAM / —--->

PARAMETER

"Jill i 71-1. In-an 71¢ ||_— 1' ' _

MODE DERIV 2 PEAK
<---->

__ 7i l-an in-1. ion. 1-1

PARAMETER
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METHOD when the method header is in the display the method is in
HEADER the active memory. Two options are available:

* Carry out an analysis run by pressing START
* Review or amend the method by pressing PARAMETER

MTHOD Using the arrow keys, select what type of task is to be
MODIFICATION carried out on the method. Select MODIFY method to review

and amend the method.

MODE Sets the process by which the instrument measures peak
area or derivative magnitude to calculate concentration.
Four options are available:

1.

/4
'1'}
$3‘;
3'33'¢‘o'o‘<'¢‘¢'¢*<

» 4i§$§$§*§%
'$*$*$'$*$>‘o'0‘¢‘o'Q‘~Q Q Q Q Q Q

Q QQ Q Q»'+'0‘¢‘¢'o
4°3*$*$°$‘$*$'

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Qs§¢?a?¢§s?49n§ »¢¢¢¢‘:‘o_v.¢,¢.0,¢>#'50‘!AQHQ<5

7\2 7\1

TOTAL AREA: The total area below the curve within the range
set by wav.min and wav.max is used for
concentration measurement.

(B2131—A3-O/7.90)
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2.

3.

"1

-Li
—lni

"'1'

Hi.

‘ .

--L

L

‘T

Q-I
1

1

0'904$'$*$*Z'»Q:¢:Q:§:O:\_
. §.§‘§‘\

A00‘
‘o*o‘0‘‘ .4;0.0

$9000
'*$*$*Z*$*.¢;.;.;»;..

"'0‘¢‘0‘4
‘ ?¢‘~\

7\2 7\1
PEAK AREA: Concentration measurement with a sloping baseline.

The area below a peak is measured and compensation
for the sloping baseline is carried out in the range
between wav.min and wav.max.

_A P _. l __,-
A1

DERIV 2 FIX: Concentration measurement based on the magnitude
of the second derivative as measured at the two
calculation wavelengths.
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4.

THRESHOLD

.._..¢l _-‘Ir

7\2 7\1

DERIV 2 PEAK: Concentration measurement based on the magnitude
of a second derivative peak.
The derivative is not measured at fixed wave-
length.
A wavelength range is set by the two calculation
wavelengths.
The instrument searches within the wavelength
range for a derivative peak which exceeds a set
threshold value.

If Deriv2 Peak is chosen as the ordinate then the next
parameter is the THRESHOLD parameter. This allows a threshold
value to be specified. This enables the instrument peak
detector to pick the correct peak in the calculation range.
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__Wi 7 ___ __

7'. 1___ '.._ 7I—_ J ll '77

WAV.MAX 1100 NM
ENTER > <
I I -L _ W_. _ I

PARAMETER

 1 -_
WAV.MIN 190 NM
ENTER > <

J1“ H[~ -_ -

PARAMETER

CALC.WAV l OOO NM CALC.WAV 2 OOO NM
—->/ENTER > < —->/ENTER > <

C 1” -2 -1, I _ T IIWWHIIW 1* I

PARAMETER

# OF STANDARDS 3
ENTER > <

_1 __ ,_ _, _ __

PARAMETER

_1_  1_ _ _ 7|1__

CONC UNITS C
<---->

1 -w T” U’ ' “ TI I

PARAMETER

-1... 7|ln-'. I11 |-I 1-__ -_ _ -q-I [__ - __ -- __ - -

STD 1 x C STD 2 y C STD 3 z C

Ill. __ l'l-- "FII- nil 1 1 J_ *1

->/ENTER > 5| < > —->/ENTER > <1 < > —->/ENTER > <

1 I1—|ur 1-.-| I lnun-nn-I nu 1.. |__ lull I-1 '1 __ In. 7n-1 7I||_ I-our I

PARAMETER

STANDARDS YES
<---—>
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WAV MAX
WAV MIN

CALC-WAV
1 + 2

# OF
STANDARDS

CONC UNITS

STD 1 — n

STANDARDS

These two parameters set the scan range within which
the sample spectrum is to be scanned.
WAV MAX is the top limit of that range.
WAV MIN is the bottom limit of that range.
Type in the values and press ENTER.
with the Area ordinate modes, the range specified by Wav. Max
and Wav.Min is the range within which the area is calculated.
With the Deriv. ordinate modes the wavelength range is the
range within which the derivative spectrum is determined.

These two parameters only appear when either of the
derivative ordinate modes has been chosen.
Deriv2 Fix: calc.wav. 1 + 2 are the wavelengths at which the
derivative magnitude is measured.
Deriv2 Peak: calc.wav. 1 + 2 set the range within which the
instrument searches for the derivative peak.
Calc.Wav 1 + 2 must lie within the wavelength range specified
by Wav.Max and Wav.Min.

Sets the number of standard solutions to be used to set
up the
ENTER.

standard curve. Type in the number and press

Concentration can be calculated in a number of units:
MMOL =

G/L
MG/L
MOL _-~

C :

Select

Allows

millimolar units, a solution with a concentration of
1 millimole substance per litre is a 1 millimolar
solution.
grams of substance per litre.
milligrams of substance per litre.
molar units, a solution with a concentration of
1 mole of substance per litre is a 1 molar solution.
is a general unit allowing the user to have results
in other units from those above. If standard solutions
in say pg/L are entered as C units, then the results
output in C units will also be in ug/L.

the required units with the arrow keys.

entry of the concentrations of the standard solutions.
Enter each concentration and then press an arrow key to
QCCGSS the next standard.

Selects whether a new set of standard solutions must be
scanned every time the method is started. If the same standard
curve is to be used repeatedly, set NO in the display.
If many different standards are to be used, then set YES in
the display. Change between YES and NO with the arrow keys.
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PARAMETER

VALUE 1 xxx ABS arrows VALUE n xxxABS
_>/ENTER > < ->/ENTER > <

310$ 1n-Q-‘Ll 7 _ 77|lulu___ __ 1 7;I&u  

PAR$METER

CUR FIT LINEAR
<---->
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VALUE 1 - n

CUR FIT

RELIABILITY

Calibration of the method‘s standard curve does not require
the measurement of standard solutions if absorbance values
are already known from the literature, or have been generated
elsewhere in the laboratory.
These absorbance values can be input to the instrument
on this parameter line.
Ensure that the ABS values are entered in the same order that
the standard concentration values were entered.
After entering each absorbance value, press an arrow key (>)
to access the next ABS value.
If the standard curve is to be set up using already known
absorbance values, set the previous parameter, STANDARDS
to NO. In this way the instrument will not request standard
solutions when the method is started.

Dependent upon the samples being analyzed, different
standard curves can be calculated by the instrument:

LINEAR; Absorbance varies linearly with concentration
throughout the whole range being dealt with. The standard
curve passes through the origin.
A minimum of one standard is required.

LINEAR INTERC; Absorbance varies linearly with concentration
throughout the whole range being dealt with. However an
intercept on the absorbance axis compensates for a consistent
background absorption due, for example, to cloudy solutions.
A minimum of two standards is required.

QUADRATIC; In some or all of the range being dealt with,
absorbance no longer varies linearly with concentration.
A quadratic curve is required to fit the data. The curve
passes through the origin.
A minimum of two standards is required.

QUADRATIC INTERC; As for the quadratic curve above, except that
an intercept on the absorbance axis compensates for a
consistent background absorption due, for example, to cloudy
solutions.
A minimum of three standards is required.

Select the appropriate curve fit with the arrow keys.

with Lambda 2 linear curve-fit measurements are possible.
The highest sample concentration must not exceed the highest
standard concentration.
For maximum reliability of results with quadratic curve fits,
it is recommended that more standards from the non-linear
region are used than from the linear region.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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1
PARAMETER

FACTOR 1
ENTER > <

PAR$METER

DIVISOR 1
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

SPEED 2880 NM/ MIN
<---->

PARAMETER

SMOOTH 6~NM
<---->

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)
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FACTOR
DIVISOR

SPEED

SMOOTH

Allows any dilutions that have taken place during sample
preparation to be taken into account during setup of the
method. By entering a Factor or Divisor, the displayed results
can always be those relating directly to the original sample.
By setting the Factor/Divisor as a START parameter (see 5.4.8)
a correction factor for each individual sample can be entered
before analysis, giving results that are immediately comparable
with one another.

For example:
A specific constituent in a powder is to be determined, and
the results given as mg/g (mg of substance to g of powder).
The standard curve has however been established with
pure substance in units of mg/L.
In order that the results are given as mg/g regardless of the
amount of powder actually weighed out, the actual weight of
powder in each sample must be entered as divisor.
If dilution takes place to 0.25 liter rather than to 1 liter,
then a dilution factor of 0.25 must also be entered.
The results are then automatically calculated as follows:

(F(L)/W(g)) * C(mg/L) = Result (mg/g).

where F = dilution factor, W = Weight of powder,
C = measured concentration.

If the peak being used to calculate the concentration is
narrow, a slow scan speed should be selected so that the peak
will be traced as faithfully as possible. A broader band will
allow faster speeds to be selected.

As small a SMOOTH as possible should be selected so that
little smoothing of the peak takes place. Selection of the
actual value is dependent upon the background noise.

(common parameters follow: 5.4.6)
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NOTE The parameters listed under common parameters, LAMP through
to CYCLES, are the same for all methods. However, the CONC
methods have different graphic output parameters than the
other methods:

The first graphics parameter in the conc methods is the
PRINT DATA parameter. This allows the user to decide whether
he wants the tabulated results of the analysis to be output
or not.

PLOT STANDARDS. This parameter allows the user to decide
whether the calibration curve is printed out before the
start of every analysis.

PRINT STANDARDS. This parameter allows the user to decide
whether the calibration data, (i.e. Standard solution
concentrations and absorbances), is to be printed out at the
start of every analysis.

AUTOMETHOD. Allows the user to select whether the method
parameters should be printed out at the start of every analysis
run.

The final parameter, as with all other methods, is the
operator I.D. parameter.
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LAMP UV/VIS
<~-—>

l I -l

PARAMETER

BACK CORR
<-->

NO

, I

PARAMETER

SAMPLES/BATCH
ENTER

0
> <

_ I rim, _ L

PARAMETER

+ .. ..
FIRST SAMPLE #
ENTER

l
> <

(Continued)
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LAMP

BACKCORR

SAMPLES/BATCH

FIRST
SAMPLE #

The lamps shown in the display are those which are turned on.
If an analysis is undertaken outside the range of one of the
lamps the redundant lamp may be turned off.
To prolong UV lamp life the UV lamp should only be turned off
at the end of the working day.
After turning off the UV lamp it should be allowed to cool for
about a minute before being turned back on.
The wavelength ranges of the lamps are as follow:
UV lamp : 190 - 326 nm
VIS lamp: 326 - 1100 nm

If BACKCORR = YES a background correction will be executed
when the method is first started.
Timedrive methods: an autozero is carried out at the entered
wavelength.
wavprog and Conc1 methods: an autozero will be carried out at
each of the entered wavelengths.
Scan and Conc2 methods: a blank baseline will be recorded
between the scanning wavelengths.
In order for an autozero and a blank baseline to be recorded
blank solution must be placed in both sample and reference
cell holders.
Once an autozero or baseline has been recorded at the start of
a work period, it should not be necessary to repeat it as
long as the same solvent is being used.
Much flexibility can be gained from setting BACK CORR as a
tagged parameter (5.4.8.).
As a CALL parameter, a background correction can be selected
the first time the method is started.
As a BATCH parameter, a background correction can be selected
at the start of each batch.
As a START parameter, a background correction can be selected
before each sample analysis.

For administrative purposes a number of samples can be
processed as a batch. All the samples in a batch will undergo
the same analysis.

Type in the number of samples, press ENTER.

This is the identity of the first sample in the batch. Other
samples in the batch will be numbered consecutively.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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CYCLES 1
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

CYCLE TIME MIN
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

GRAPHICS PLOT YES
<~---->

PARAMETER

ORD MAX 1.000 ABS
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

ORD MIN 0.000 ABS
ENTER > <

If NO go straight to
PRINT DATA parameter.
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CYCLES

CYCLE TIME

GRAPHICS PLOT

ORD MAX/MIN

7 _ eeee W7 J-L _ 7

1

Selects how many times the same analysis will be carried out
on each sample.

This is the time lapse between the start of one cycle to the
start of the next.

NOTE: Timedrive methods, analysis time = cycles * cycle time.
Scan methods, cycle time should be longer than time
taken to scan the spectrum. If not, difficulties may
arise when using automatic accessories due to time-lag.

Selects whether the analysis results are output graphically
or not. If GRAPHICS PLOT = NO then the software goes straight
to the PRINT DATA parameter.

These two parameters set the minimum and maximum ordinate
scale range of the graphics output.
Type in the required values and press ENTER.
Analytical readings may exceed the set values, leading to
out of range graphical output.
If this is the case enter new values to obtain satisfactory
output.
Derivative spectra take on both positive and negative ordinate
values. Enter values accordingly.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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SCALE
<---—>

50 MM/MIN

PARAMETER

r l
GRID
<---->

YES

PARAMETER

OVERLAY
<---—>

YES

PARAMETER

l
LINE TYPE
<---->

DASH 1
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SCALE

GRID

OVERLAY

LINE TYPE

Allows the expansion of the abscissa scale to be selected.
Choose the required value by pressing the arrow keys.
Selectable values are:
Timedrive Methods: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 mm/min.
Scan Methods: 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 nm/cm.

Selects whether a grid is to be printed on the output.
A grid can be useful for reading off values from spectra.

The overlay facility allows spectra from the same cycle
to be printed out on the same plot. If the number of cycles
is set to 1, then all the results from the same batch will
be overlaid.
It is easier to compare differing absorbances in overlaid
printout than in separate printouts.

If overlaid printout has been selected 4 different line
styles can be selected:
DASH 1 Mel or
DASH
DASH
DASH
AUTO:

2 ____l_l
3 -A--A--:-I-if--_»~~--
4 ig.fi.fi.fi*. .. . .

If auto is selected, then for each different result a
different line type will be selected in the order
dash 1, dash 2, dash 3, dash 4, dash 1 and so on.

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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PARAMETER

PRINT DATA NO
<-~-->

PAR$METER

AUTO METHOD NO
<---->

PARAMETER

I  
OPERATOR ID 0000
ENTER > <

PARAMETER

SAMPLE ID 0000
ENTER > <
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PRINT DATA Selects whether analytical results will be printed out as
data. If output is chosen the results are tabulated.
If YES is selected, the next parameter will be THRESHOLD.
This allows the user to select a threshold value so that the
instrument only prints out results for those peaks which
exceed the threshold. If too low a threshold is set then
the results table will include not only the real peaks but
also spikes due to noise.

AUTO MTHOD Selects whether method parameters will be printed out at the
beginning of an analysis run.

OPERATOR ID Allows the operator to enter an identification number.
SAMPLE ID Allows a sample identification number to be entered.

Both identification numbers will be printed on any output.
Up to 8 characters on the keyboard can be entered for ID.
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5.4-7-
NUMBERED
PARAMETERS

PARAMTER
NUMBERS

TIMEDRIVE MTHODS

Ordinate Mode

wavelength

Factor

Response

Lamp

Background Correction

Samples per Batch

Start Sample

Cycles

Cycle Time

Graphics:Plot

Ordinate Max.

Ordinate Min.

Scale

Grid

Print Data

Auto Method

Operator ID

Sample ID

Each parameter in the software has a number. The same
parameter in different methods will have the same number.
when modifying or checking a method, rather then having to
scroll through the whole list of parameters just to amend, say
two, it is possible to go directly to the required parameter
using the parameter number.
Once in the parameter list (i.e. at the first parameter), type
in the parameter number and press PARAMTER. The parameter
list will then go straight to the numbered parameter.
(Numbered parameters do not necessarily appear in numerical
order).

The parameter numbers for each method are as follows:

(B2131-A1/R)
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Ordinate Mode

Wavelength Max.

Wavelength Min.

Speed

Smooth

Lamp

Background Correction

Samples per Batch

Start Sample

Cycles

Cycle Time

Graphics Plot

Ordinate Max.

Ordinate Min.

Scale

Grid

Overlay

Line Type

Print Data

Threshold

Auto Method

Operator ID

Sample ID

SCAN METHODS WAVPROG METHODS

Ordinate Mode

Number Of Wavelengths

Wavelength (1-n)

Response

Lamp

Background Correction

Samples per Batch

Start Sample

Cycles

Cycle Time

Graphics Plot

Ordinate Max.

Ordinate Min.

Scale

Grid

Print Data

Auto Method

Operator ID

Sample ID
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CONC 1 MTHODS CONC 2 METHODS

1 Ordinate Mode

3 wavelength

7 Number Of Standards

9 Concentration Units

10 Standard Concentrations

11 Standards

12 Absorbance Values

13 Curve Fit

14 Factor

15 Divisor

17 Response

18 Lamp

19 Background Correction

20 Samples per Batch

21 Start Sample

22 Cycles

23 Cycle Time

31 Print Data

33 Plot Standards

34 Print Standards

35 Auto Method

36 Operator ID

37 Sample ID

1 Ordinate Mode

32 Threshold

3 Wavelength Max.

4 Wavelength Min.

5 Calc. Wav 1 + 2

7 Number of Standards

9 Concentration Units

10 Standard Concentrations

11 Standards

12 Absorbance Values

13 Curve Fit

14 Factor

15 Divisor

16 Speed

17 Smooth

18 Lamp

19 Background Correction

20 Samples per Batch

21 Start Sample

22 Cycles

23 Cycle Time

31 Print Data

33 Plot Standards

34 Print Standards

35 Auto Method

36 Operator ID

37 Sample ID
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TAGGED
PARAMTERS

CALL TAG
&

BATCH TAG
!

START TAG
*

SETTING TAGS

Lambda 2 software allows you to tag parameters which need
regular amendment (due, for example, to sample variations)-
These tagged parameters appear on the display before the
start of the analysis. Thus only those parameters which are
likely to need amendment can be checked, without reviewing
the whole method.

There are three levels of tag:

These tagged parameters will be displayed for amendment when
the method is started for the first time after being recalled.
CALL parameters are prefixed by the & sign on the display.

These tagged parameters will be displayed for amendment at the
start of each new batch.
BATCH parameters are prefixed by the ! sign on the display.

These tagged parameters will be displayed for amendment when
each analysis is to be started, e.g. before the analysis of
each sample in a batch.
START parameters are prefixed by the * sign on the display.

For example, it may sometimes be necessary to carry out a
background correction before some batches, but not others.
By setting BACK CORR as a batch parameter the user can decide
before each batch whether a background correction should be
carried out.

In each case, analysis can only be continued by pressing
START, whether the parameter has been amended or not.
Parameters in the method which are not tagged, and can only
be amended by reviewing the method, are denoted as FIX
parameters.
It is possible to have different tags within a method, and
therefore, after a CALL tagged parameter has been checked,
pressing START again will not necessarily start the
analysis but may display a BATCH tagged parameter and then
a START tagged parameter.
Basically you can tag any parameter in any method. For
parameters where a tag is meaningless,(e.g. LAMPS, GRAPHICS
PLOT), the tag is taken, but not used.

This allows tremendously flexible method operation.
(See Flowchart on page 6-3)

To tag a parameter, first call up the parameter. Then press
|- | PARAMETER, the screen will then display:

PARAMETER DEFN. FIX
< >

By pressing the arrow keys the correct tag can be called into
the top line. Press PARAMETER to continue to next parameter.
The next parameter will then be shown in the display.
To tag this parameter it will be necessary to press
I. I PARAMETER again.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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CASSETTE OPERATION

To operate with cassettes, the instrument must be fitted
with the "cassette operating kit", B018-0206.

Cassettes provide
when plugged into
when the cassette

Cassettes created
are not compatible with each other.

80 (40 with version 5.x) extra method files
the instrument. These method files are saved
is removed from the instrument.

with versions 3.x, 4.x and 5.x

The cassette can be plugged in and unplugged from the
instrument at any time.
when the cassette slot is opened, the software will wait
until the cassette has been plugged in.
The display will read: A

CASSETTE ACTION
IS LOCKED

Once the cassette has been "recognized", the instrument
effectively has two method registers;
that of the instrument and that of the cassette.

To access the cassette branch, type in

METHOD 2 - ENTER

You are now in the cassette branch and a cassette method is
in the active memory.
To call up further cassette stored methods, type in
METHOD 'n' ENTER (n = method number).
Active methods that have been called from the cassette branch
are denoted by CMETH on the display.

To call up a cassette method directly from the cassette branch
type in METHOD 2 - (method number) ENTER

To return to the instrument method branch, type in
METHOD 1 - ENTER.

..______ _i_:_ __ir _ i .._ _ ___

LABORATORY ---— METHOD 2 —- ENTER --Iv CASSETTE

Methods -<E—-METHOD 1 — ENTER~—-- Methods

Alternatively, press STOP to get the branch header and using
the arrow keys move to the cassette or laboratory branch.
Press PARAMETER to enter the method register of that branch.

(B2131-A3.1/10-90)
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INSTRUMENT TO
CASSETTE

CASSETTE TO
INSTRUMENT

CASSETTE
DIRECTORY

Figure 5.3

* Call from the laboratory branch the method which is
to be copied.

* In the MODIFY METHOD options select MARK FOR COPY and
press PARAMETER. The method is now marked.

* Access the cassette branch by typing
METHOD 2 — (method no. to be copied to) ENTER.

* In the MODIFY METHOD option select NEW METHOD and press
PARAMETER. Scroll through the new method options until
NEW FROM MARK appears, press PARAMTER.
The marked method will be copied over into this method file

See also Section 5.3.

To copy a method from cassette to instrument, the procedure
is essentially the same as above except that a cassette
method is marked and copied into an instrument method file.

In order to get a printed directory of the cassette methods
type | - I HELP while in a cassette method header.

a) Cassette and Cassette Slot
b) Cassette Inserted in Slot

(B2131—A2.2/4.89)
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5.6

TURNING ON
ACCESSORIES
MODE

5.6-1
WRITING
ACCESSORY
MTHODS

ACCESSORY CONTROL

when fitted with the accessories board, the instrument auto-
matically recognises accessories when they are installed.
The accessory option in the method is automatically set for
that accessory.
Methods can be written for other accessories by selecting a
different accessory in the method. With no accessory attached,
operation can be simulated with one sample. The method will
run, and output will appear, as if an accessory were fitted.

A Lambda 2 without an accessory board can also be used to
write methods for accessory operation. Accessory operation
can be simulated. These methods can be transferred, on
cassette, to an accessory equipped instrument.

A non-equipped Lambda 2 must be configured for accessory
methods before these can be written.
To do this:

* Switch the instrument on in SuperUser mode (Section 8.1).

* Go to the Configuration branch using the arrow keys.

* Select method 15, ACCESS CONF-
Select MODIFY METHOD to alter the method.

* Switch the ACCESSORIES ON ? parameter to YES.

The instrument is now configured for accessories.

* Turn the instrument off, and turn it on again so that it is
not in SuperUser mode

with an accessory installed, or with the accessory mode on,
the parameter ACCESSORY will appear in the method parameters;
immediately following BACK CORR.

The ACCESSORY parameter allows the user to select an accessor
and then to program the method for that accessory.
To select an accessory

The ACCESSORY parameter will appear on the display.
(The accessory parameter number is 38).
Using the arrow keys select from the following options:

MANUAL
CELL5
CELL6
CELL8
CELL13
SI-SIP
SIS+MS
SU-SIP
SUS+MS

SIS+AS
SUS+AS

operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
operation
Sampler.

without accessories.
with
with
with
with
with
with
with
with

a 5x5 cell changer.
a 6x6 cell changer.
an 8 place cell changer.
a 13 place cell changer.
a Single Sipper.
a Single Sipper and Multi-Sampler.
a Super- or Econo- Sipper.
a Super- or Econo- Sipper and Multi-

Single Sipper and AS-90
Single Sipper and AS-90

(B2131-A3.0/7-90)
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5-6-2
CELL CHANGERS

CELL5

CELL 6

If an accessory has been selected, parameters to control
accessory operation will be displayed.
Accessory parameters are numbered for instant call up.

If a cell changer is selected in a method then the parameter
Samples/Batch does not appear.

Allows up to five sample and reference cells to be placed
in a cell changer and analyzed sequentially.
After this accessory has been chosen, the next parameter is:

CELL 5 12345 (Parameter number 39)
ENTER > <

Enter the numbers of the positions in which sample cells
are to be placed.
If only 1,2 and 3 are entered, only those positions will be
moved into the radiation beam when the method is run.

If BACK CORR = YES then the background correction will be
carried out on the cell in position 1.
Hence even if only positions 2, 3 and 4 have been entered,
if BACK CORR = yes, then a background correction will be
carried out at position 1.
Methods operating with the 5x5 cell changer are denoted by
C5 in the method header following the method type.

Allows up to six sample and reference cells to be placed in
a cell changer and analyzed sequentially.
After this accessory has been chosen, the next parameter is

CELL 6 123456 (Parameter number 40)
ENTER > <

Enter the numbers of the positions in which sample cells
are to be placed.
If only 1,2 and 3 are entered, only those positions will
moved into the radiation beam when the method is run.

be

If BACK CORR = YES then the background correction will be
carried out on the cell in position 1.
Hence even if only positions 2, 3 and 4 have been entered,
if BACK CORR = yes, then a background correction will be
carried out at position 1.

Methods operating with the 6x6 cell changer are denoted by
C6 in the method header after the method type.

(B2131-A3.0/7-90)
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CELL8 Allows up to 8 sample cells and one reference sample cell
to be placed in the changer and be analysed sequentially.

After this accessory has been chosen, the next parameter is

CELL 8 12345678 (Parameter number 64)
ENTER > <

Enter the numbers of the positions in which sample cells
are to be placed.
If only 1,2 and 3 are entered, only those positions will be
moved into the radiation beam when the method is run.

If BACK CORR = YES then the background correction will be
carried out on the cell in position 1.
Hence even if only positions 2, 3 and 4 have been entered,
if BACK CORR = yes, then a background correction will be
carried out at position 1.

Methods operating with the 8 placex cell changer are denoted
by C8 in the method header after the method type.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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5-6-3
SI-SIPP

SAMPLING
TIME

DELAY TIME

AUTO PURGE

SIS+MS

SIS+AS

Allows operation with a Single Sipper.
After this accessory has been chosen the following parameters
are displayed:

SAMPLING TIME I SEC (parameter

ENTER > < number 43)

PARAMETER

V
_ _ i, " , 'r'1_ ,, — —

DELAY TIME l SEC (Parameter
ENTER > < number 44)

L T or 3 _ I

PARAMETER

AUTO PURGE YES (Parameter
<____> number 45)

\
__ ___ _ ~ ~~ ,_,, L

The length of time for which sample solution is aspirated
into the flowcell. (Allowed range, 0.1 to 99.9 seconds).

Delay period to allow sample equilibration before the
reading is made. (Allowed range, 0.1 to 99.9 seconds).

Turns the auto purge function on and off.

Further information can be found in the handbook supplied
with the accessory.

Methods operating with the Single Sipper are denoted by SIS
in the method header after the method type.

Allows operation with a Single Sipper and multi sampler
to give semi-automated analysis.

The parameters which are displayed when this accessory choice
is made are the same as for operation with the Single Sipper
alone.
Methods operating with the Single Sipper and multi sampler
are denoted by SIM in the method header after the method type

Allows operation with a Single Sipper and AS-90 Autosampler.
(only available with version 5.x)

(B2131-A3-0/7.90)
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5-6.4
SU-SIPP

CAUTION

SUS+MS

SUS+AS

5.6.5
CEL13

Allows operation with a Super- or Econo— Sipper.
Because operational parameters are set on the Sipper control
unit, no further Sipper parameters can be set on the Lambda 2.

Use only Cable B055—2064 (C645—0O24) to connect the sipper to
Lambda 2 (refer to Section 2.5.4).

Methods operating with the Super Sipper are denoted by SUS in
the method header after the method type.

Allows operation of a Super- or Econo- Sipper with a
Multi—Sampler to give automated operation.
Because operational parameters are set on the Sipper control
unit, no further Sipper parameters can be set on the Lambda 2.

Methods operating with the Super Sipper and Multi—Sampler
are denoted by SUM in the method header after the method type.

Allows operation with an AS-90 Autosampler
(Only available with version 5.x. Refer to AS—9O manual.)

Allows up to 13 sample cells and one reference sample cell
to be placed in the sample changer and analyzed sequentially.

The following two parameter lines are shown on the display.
Here you may select the number of the position to be occupied
using the arrow keys (< >).

CELL 1 - 7 1234567 (Parameter number 41)
ENTER > <

This parameter allows the user to specify which of the first
seven positions (1 to 7) will be occupied.

CELL 8 -13 123456 (Parameter number 42)
ENTER > <

This parameter allows the user to specify which of the last
six positions (8 to 13) will be occupied.
Position 8 is indicated by 1, and position 13 by 6.

All thirteen sample cells must be measured against the same
reference cell.
Position 1 is used for background correction.

A third parameter line turns the stirrer ON or OFF.
The stirrer is positioned such that while one sample cell is
being analyzed, the next cell "in line" is being stirred.
Small stir bars must be placed in each cell.

STIRRER ON (Parameter number 46)
<--———>

Methods operating with the 13 cell changer are denoted by
C13 in the method header after the method type.

(B2131-4.0/Feb. 92)
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DEFAULT
METHODS

DEFAULT
METHOD 1
TIMEDRIVE
MANUAL

DEFAULT
METHOD 2
SCAN/MANUAL

DEFAULT
METHOD 3
WAVPROG
MANUAL

Permanent default versions of the 5 analytical methods are
stored in the laboratory branch
Access default methods from the laboratory branch header by
pressing I . I PARAMETER whilst in SuperUser mode (Ch. 8).

DMETH 1 TIMEDR/MAN
PARAM / START

will be displayed.
Further default methods can be accessed by scrolling with the
arrow keys.
Default values are automatically read into a new method file
before the parameters have been amended.

DEFAULT PARAMETERS:

Ordinate:
Wavelength:
Factor:
Response:
Lamp:
Back Corr:
Samples/Batch
Start Sample:
Cycles:
Cycle time:

Ordinate:
Wav Max:
Wav Min:
Speed:
Smooth:
Lamp:
Back Corr:
Samples/Batch
Start Sample:
Cycles:
Cycle time:

Ordinate:
# Wavelengths
Wavel. 1:
wavel. 2:
Wavel. 3:
Response:
Factor 1:
Factor 2:
Factor 3:

ABS
500.0 nm
1.0
0.5 sec
UV/Vis
Yes

C)-~‘-'*C3 .10 min

ABS
1100.0 nm
190.0 nm
960 nm/min
2 nm
UV/Vis
Yes

@-*4-—*C3 .10 min

ABS
3
360.0 nm
418.5 nm
459.9 nm
0.5 sec
1 *
1 *
1 *

Lamp: UV/Vis

* Only available with version 5.x.

Graphics plot
Ord max:
Ord min:
Scale:
Grid: :
Print Data:
Auto Method:
Oper. ID:
Sample ID:

Graphics plot
Ord max:
Ord min:
Scale:
Grid:
Overlay:
Print Data:
Auto Method:
Oper ID:
Sample ID:

Back Corr:
Samples/batch
Start Sample:
Cycles:
Cycle Time:
Graphics Plot
Print Data:
Auto Method:
Oper ID:
Sample ID:

Yes
1.000 ABS
0.000 ABS
20 mm/min
Yes
No
No
0000
0000

Yes
1.000 ABS
0.000 ABS
50.0 nm/cm
Yes
No
No
No
0000
0000

Yes
0
1
1
0.10 min
No
Yes
No
0000
0000

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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DEFAULT Ordinate:
METHOD 4 Wavel. 1:
CONC1/MANUAL # of Standards:

Conc Units:
STD 1:
STD 2:
STD 3:
Response:
Lamp:
Back Corr
Samples/batch:
Start sample:
Cycles:
Cycle time:

DEFAULT Ordinate:
METHOD 5 Wav Max.
CONC2/MANUAL Wav Min.

# of standards:
Conc Units:
STD 1:
STD 2:
STD 3:
Speed:
Smooth:
Lamp:
Back Corr

ABS
500.0 nm
3
C

uaw-A c>oO OOO
0.5 sec
UV/Vis
Yes

OA~0 .10 min

Peak Area
600.0 nm
500.0 nm
3
C

u>wA O0O OOO
960 nm/min
2 nm
UV/Vis
Yes

Standards
Value 1:
Value 2:
Value 3:
Cur Fit:
Factor:
Divisor:
Print Data:
Plot Standards:
Print Standards:
Auto method:
Oper ID:
Sample ID

Standards
Value 1:
Value 2:
Value 3:
Cur Fit:
Factor:
Divisor:
Print Data:
Plot Standards:
Print Standards:
Auto Method:
Oper ID:
Sample ID

No
0.5
1.0
1.5
Linear
1.0
1.0
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0000
0000

No
0.5
1.0
1.5
Linear
1.0
1.0
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
0000
0000
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INITIAL STARTUP

IMORTANT: Before starting up the instrument make the following checks:

* Check that both SAMPLE and REFERENCE positions in the
compartment are empty, or that sampling systems, if installed,
are set up correctly.

* Ensure that there are no absorbing samples in either of the
radiation beams.
Absorbing samples could interfere with the startup routine.

Follow this routine to turn the instrument on:

1) Check that the power switch is OFF.
Connect the instrument to the electrical power supply.

2) Turn power switch to ON.
Wait for the instrument to complete initialization routine.
The display will show the status display:

500 NM 0.000ABS
INPUT > <

(Other values can be shown for wavelength and absorbance.)

3) Turn on the printer. Ensure that it is ON-LINE.

4) Call a method by typing in the method number and pressing
ENTER.
If you are not sure which methods are in which method files,
pressing I - I HELP will cause a method directory to be
printed out.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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6-2 STARTING AN ANALYSIS

6.2

BACK.CORR

STOPPING AN
ANALYSIS

STARTING AN ANALYSIS

The method in the active memory can either be used to carry
out an analysis, or the parameters can be reviewed and
amended. (Amending parameters is dealt with in Chapter 5).

To start an analysis:

* place the sample and reference cells in the appropriate
cell holders in the sample compartment.

* press START
* any CALL parameters will now be displayed; amend these if

necessary.
* press START
* any BATCH parameters will now be displayed; amend these

if necessary.
* press START
* any START parameters will now be displayed; amend these

if necessary.
* press START

The analysis will now proceed.

If more than one cycle has been selected then the second
cycle will start immediately the first one has been completed
and so on until all the cycles have been completed.

If a batch of more than one is being processed, then, after
the analysis of the first sample is complete, the instrument
will request the next sample. The next sample must then be
placed in the sample cell holder, and START pressed.
when all samples of a batch have been processed the next
batch can be analysed. At the start of a new batch BATCH
parameters will be displayed.

If BACK CORR = YES, it will be executed when the method is
first started.
For Timedrive, WavProg and Conc1 methods, a background
correction will be carried out at each of the entered wave-
lengths. For Scan and Conc2 methods, a baseline correction
will be carried out over the wavelength range entered.
For a background correction, place cells containing blank
solution in both sample and reference cell holders.
If BACK CORR is tagged then it will be executed dependant
upon the tag. (See 5.4.6. and tags 5.4.8.).

At any time during an analysis, either during measurement
or half way through a batch, pressing STOP twice will
stop the method and return the display to the method header.

The flow diagram on the facing page shows the sequence of
events during an analysis run.
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GET NEXT
BATCH

METHOD N0 METHOD TYPE
PARAM I START

START

CALL PARAMETER 8|
(B g BACKCORR)

START

anon PARAMETER‘
(e g SAMPLESIBATcm

sranr

sum PARAMETER *
(e g wavnsusmI

START

ANALYSIS

GET NEXT
SAMPLE

ALL
CYCLES OF

SAMPLE
DUNE?

ALL
SAMPLES IN

BATCH
DONE?

Y

PRESS STOP T0 TERMINATE ANALYSIS CYCLE
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6-4 TIMEDRIVE METHODS

6-3

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

TIMEDRIVE METHOD OPERATION

Switch on the instrument as described in section 6.1.1.
Call up a Timedrive method.

If necessary amend the method parameters.
A Background correction can be selected dependent upon its
tag level.

Press START, CALL parameters will be displayed for
amendment.

Press START, if batches are being processed the display
will read:

BATCH NUMBER 1
PRESS START

Press START, BATCH parameters will be displayed for amend-
ment.

Press START, START parameters will be displayed for amend~
ment.

Press START, the display will read:

METHOD 1 SAMPLE 1 Go straight to sample
PRESS START X with X ENTER.

Place the sample solution in the sample cell holder, close
the sample compartment cover and press START.
The Spectrometer will begin the analysis.
The display gives the following information:

TD CYCLES
00-00 min xxx ABS

TD indicates the method type running.
CYCLES indicates the number of cycles left to run. It will
not be displayed when there is 1 cycle to run.
min indicates the time left to run for the cycle.
ABS indicates the current absorbance.
(Different units will be displayed dependent upon ordinate).

Analytical data will be output at the end of the analysis.

Analyze further samples in turn.

BATCH OPERATION:
After batch 1 has been analyzed, the instrument will request
batch 2. Before analysis of the first sample, a background
correction can be selected if BACKCORR is Batch tagged.
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6-4

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

SCAN MTHOD OPERATION

Turn on the instrument as described in Section 6.1.1.
Call up a Scan method.

If necessary amend the method parameters.
A Background correction can be selected dependent upon its
tag level.

Press START, CALL parameters will be displayed for
amendment.

Press START, if batches are being processed the display
will read:

BATCH NUMBER 1
PRESS START

Press START, BATCH parameters will be displayed for amend—
ment-

Press START, START parameters will be displayed for amend—
ment.

Press START, the display will read:

METHOD 2 SAMPLE 1 Go straight to sample
PRESS START X with X ENTER.

Place the sample solution in the sample cell holder, close
the sample compartment cover and press START.
The Spectrometer will begin the analysis.
The display gives the following information:

SCAN CYCLES
0000 nm xxx ABS

SCAN indicates the method type running.
CYCLES indicates the number of cycles left to run. It will
not be displayed when there is 1 cycle to run.
nm indicates the wavelength currently being scanned.
(If the scan ends before the cycle time then time remaining
will be displayed).
ABS indicates the absorbance at the wavelength shown.
(Different units will be displayed dependent upon ordinate).

Graphic output will be printed during the analysis run.
Analytical data will be output at the end of the analysis.

Analyze further samples in turn.

BATCH OPERATION:
After batch 1 has been analyzed, the instrument will request
batch 2. Before analysis of the first sample, a baseline
correction can be selected if BACKCORR is Batch tagged.
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6.5 WAVPROG MTHOD OPERATION

1) Switch on the instrument as described in section 6.1.1.
Call up a WavProg method.

2) If necessary amend the parameters.
A Background correction can be selected dependent upon its
tag level.

3) Press START, CALL parameters will be displayed for
amendment.

4) Press START, if batches are being processed the display
will read:

BATCH NUMBER 1
PRESS START

Press START, BATCH parameters will be displayed for amend-
ment.

5) Press START, START parameters will be displayed for amend—
ment.

6) Press START, the display will read:

METHOD 3 SAMPLE 1 Go straight to sample
PRESS START X with X ENTER.

Place the sample solution in the sample cell holder, close
the sample compartment cover and press START.
The Spectrometer will begin the analysis.
The display gives the following information:

WAVP CYCLES
XXX nm y.yyyABS

WAVP indicates the type of method running.
CYCLES indicates the number of cycles left to run. It will
not be displayed if there is 1 cycle to run.
nm indicates the wavelength being scanned.
ABS indicates the current absorbance.
(Different units will be displayed dependent upon ordinate.
%T for Percent Transmission,
RAT for ratio operation,
DIF for difference operation).

Analytical data will be output at the end of the analysis.

6) Analyze further samples in turn.

7) BATCH OPERATION:
After batch 1 has been analyzed, the instrument will request
batch 2. Before analysis of the first sample, a background
correction can be selected if BACKCORR is Batch tagged.
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6-7 CONC METHODS

6.6

General

STANDARDS
AND CURVES

CONC METHOD OPERATION

Operation of Conc methods is as straightforward as the
previous methods. However, setting the parameters to
suitable values does require care.
Before setting up the method, it is advisable to first scan
the spectrum of the sample to find suitable absorbance
bands upon which calculation can be based.

If calibration data, concentrations and absorbance, are
already known these can be entered when the method is being
set up. By setting the parameter STANDARDS to NO, then
sample analysis can begin immediately.
If the analytical curve calculated from one set of standards
is to be used repeatedly, setting STANDARDS to NO will
mean that standards do not have to be analyzed each time
the method is run.
It may be helpful to set STANDARDS as a Tagged Parameter.

Should a standard not lie on the calculated curve, it is
possible to recalculate the curve using a different curve
fit.
Set STANDARDS to NO, change the curve fit and start the
method. The data will be fitted to the new curve algorithm.
Alternatively, it is possible to reanalyse that standard
again and the curve be recalculated.
To reanalyse one standard:

1. Ensure that STANDARDS = YES, start the method.

2. The display will show:

STD 1 (conc)
PRESS START

3. Type in the number, X, of the standard to be reanalysed,
press ENTER. The display will read:

STD X (COHC)
PRESS START

4. Place standard X in the sample compartment and press STAT.

5. After analysis press STOP, set STANDARDS to NO, and
start the method. If the curve is satisfactory, samples can
be analyzed. If the curve is still unsatisfactory, repeat
steps 1 to 4.
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REMOVING A Standard that does not lie on the curve can also be
STANDARDS removed from the method. This can be done in 2 ways:

1. If the curve is linear, passing through the origin, the
incorrect standard will be deleted if you enter 0.000 for
both the concentration (STD #) and the VALUE #-

2. For a non linear curve:
If you wish to remove the last standard, reduce the number
of standards by 1.
If you wish to remove any other standard:
Note the concentration (STD #) and VALUE # of the last
standard and insert these values in place of those of the
standard you wish to remove. Then reduce the number of
standards by 1.

BACK CORR Normally a BACK CORR will only be presented for amendment if
it is tagged.
The type of tag determines when it is presented for amendment
In Conc methods however, BACK CORR is presented for amendment
before the standards analysis, regardless of the tag set on
BACK CORR. This contributes to more reliability since a
background correction can always be carried out before
standard analysis.

More detailed information about individual parameters can
be found in chapter 5.
Specific information concerning operation with the
various Conc methods can be found on the following pages.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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6—1O CONC1 METHODS

6-6-1.
CONC 1 METHOD OPERATION

CALCULATION *
WAVELENGTH *

DELTA ABS

3WL ANALYS

MTHOD *
MODIFICATION

it

"k

STANDARDS *

it

*

(cont‘d)

Scan the spectrum of the sample using a SCAN method.
Choose a strong absorption band:
The wavelength at the peak apex will be WAVEL.1 for all
analysis methods.

If the baseline is flat but offset, choose a second wave-
length, WAVEL.2, where the baseline has a minimum, to
compensate for the baseline offset.

If the baseline is sloping, choose a second and a third
wavelength at the beginning and end of the peak, WAVEL.2
and WAVEL.3, to compensate for the sloping baseline.
See Section 5 for details.

Call up a CONC1 method or create a new CONC 1 method.
Select to MODIFY the parameters.

Select the ordinate mode ABS, DELTA ABS or 3WL ANALYS.

Enter the analysis wavelengths. WAVEL.1 is the peak apex
wavelength, WAVEL.2 and WAVEL.3 are the secondary wave-
lengths to compensate for baseline offsets.

Enter the number of standards and the concentrations of
each standard.

Enter known absorbance values, in the VALUES parameter
line. Set the STANDARDS line to NO.
For unknown absorbance values, ignore the VALUES
parameter and set STANDARDS to YES, standards‘ absorbance
will be measured during analysis.

Set further parameters to their required value-
Press STOP to return to the method header.

(B2131-A1/R)
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ANALYSIS * Press START, if STANDARDS was set to YES, the first
standard solution will be requested:

STD 1 [xxx]
PRESS START

Place the first standard in the sample cell holder,
press START.
Once the first standard has been analyzed the second
standard will be requested, and so on.

* If PLOTSTANDARDS was set to YES, the calculated standard
curve will now be printed out.
(If STANDARDS was set to NO, then the standard curve will
be output immediately START is pressed).

* The instrument will request the first sample:

METHOD 6 SAMPLE 1
PRESS START

Place the sample in the sample cell holder, press START.
Further samples will be requested as the instrument
requires them.
Sample concentration will be printed out after each analysis,
if PRINTDATA is set to YES.

NOTE: A CONC method is stored complete with its calibration
data. If the method is to be used repeatedly with the same
calibration data, set the STANDARDS parameter to NO.
When the method is called up, analysis can begin immediately,
without having to enter values or analyze any standards.

(B2131-A1/R)
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6-12 CONC2 METHODS

CONC2 METHOD OPERATION

Peak Area and Total Peak

CALCULATION * Scan the spectrum of the sample using a SCAN method.
WAVELENGTH

METHOD
MODIFICATION

STANDARDS

Select a strong absorption band.
The wavelengths corresponding to the start and end of the
peak will be WAV.MAX and WAV.MIN.

Call up a CONC2 method or create a new CONC2 method.
Select to MODIFY the parameters.

Select the required ordinate mode.

Enter the wavelength range within which the peak area
is to be calculated. (WAV.MAX and WAV.MIN).

Enter the number of standards and the concentrations of
each standard.

Enter known absorbance values, in the VALUES parameter
line. Set the STANDARDS line to NO.
For unknown absorbance values, ignore the VALUES
parameter and set STANDARDS to YES, standards‘ absorbance
will be measured during analysis.

Set further parameters to their required values.
Press STOP to return to the method header.
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ANALYSIS * Press START, if STANDARDS was set to YES, the first
standard solution will be requested:

STD 1 [xxx]
PRESS START

Place the first standard in the sample cell holder,
press START.
Once the first standard has been analyzed the second
standard will be requested, and so on.

* If PLOTSTANDARDS was set to YES, then the standard curve
will now be printed out.
(If STANDARDS was set to NO, then the standard curve will
be output immediately START is pressed).

* The instrument will request the first sample:

METHOD 6 SAMLE 1
PRESS START

Place the sample in the sample cell holder, press START.
Further samples will be requested as the instrument
requires them.
Sample concentration will be printed out after each analysis,
if PRINTDATA has been set to YES.

NOTE: A CONC method is stored complete with its calibration
data. If the method is to be used repeatedly with the same
calibration data, set the STANDARDS parameter to NO.
When the method is called up, analysis can begin immediately,
without having to enter values or analyze any standards.

(B2131-A1/R)
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6-14 Conc2 Methods

CONC 2 METHOD OPERATION

Deriv 2 Fix and Deriv 2 Peak

CALCULATION * Scan the spectrum of the sample with Abs ordinate.
WAVELENGTHS

DERIV 2 PEAK

MTHOD
MODIFICATION

STANDARDS

Select a strong absorption band.

With D2 ordinate, scan the absorption peak closely.
With PRINTDATA = YES the maxima and minima of the
derivative spectrum will be printed out.

Select the largest peak and note the wavelengths. These
will be CALC.WAV. 1 + 2. (CALC.WAV. 1 the higher wavelength)

(Scan the most dilute standard with D2 ordinate. Note the
size of the peak in the derivative peak in the spectrum.
Set the CONC2 threshold a little below this value).

Call a CONC2 method, or create a new CONC2 method.
Select to MODIFY the method.

Select the required ordinate mode.

DERIV 2 PEAK operation requires entry of a threshold value.
This is entered immediately after the ordinate.

Enter the wavelength range over which the samples are
to be scanned.

Enter CALC.WAV. 1 and 2, the wavelengths at which the
derivative is to be calculated.

Enter the number of standards and the concentrations of
each standard.

Enter known absorbance values, in the VALUES parameter
line. Set the STANDARDS line to NO.
For unknown absorbance values, ignore the VALUES
parameter and set STANDARDS to YES, standards‘ absorbance
will be measured during analysis.

Set further parameters to their required values.
Press STOP to return to the method header.

(B2131-A1/R)
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ANALYSIS * Press START, if STANDARDS was Set t0 YES, the first
standard solution will be requested:

STD 1 [xxx]
PRESS START

Place the first standard in the sample cell holder,
press START.
Once the first standard has been analyzed, the second
standard will be requested, and so on.

* If PLOTSTANDARDS is set to YES the calculated standard
curve will be printed out.
(If STANDARDS was set to N0 then the standard curve will
be output immediately START is pressed).

* The instrument will request the first sample:

METHOD 6 SAMPLE 1
PRESS START

Place the sample in the sample cell holder, press START
Further samples will be requested as the instrument
requires them.
Sample concentration will be printed out after each analysis,
if PRINTDATA is set to YES.

NOTE: A CONC method is stored complete with its calibration
data. If the method is to be used repeatedly with the same
calibration data, set the STANDARDS parameter to NO.
When the method is called up, analysis can begin immediately,
without having to enter values or analyze any standards.

(B2131-A1/R)



Operation 6-16 EXAMPLE : conc METHOD
6.6.3-

SCAN THE
STANDARD

The following is an example of setting up a Conc 2 method
with Deriv 2 Peak ordinate. First optimum parameters are
found by scanning Absorbance
Conc 2 method is then set up

First scan the standard over
identify suitable absorption
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.9 _o

DERIVATIVE Now scan the second derivative spectrum of the standard,
SPECTRUM with a wavelength range corresponding to the beginning and
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end of the band of interest. Set the PRINT DATA parameter to
YES so that data about the peaks is output.
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From the derivative spectrum choose the largest peak to
trough difference, D2. Refer to the analytical data printed
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after the spectrum to find the wavelengths at which the peak
and trough occur. These wavelengths will be CAL.WAV. 1 and 2

Scan the 2nd derivative spectrum of the most dilute standard
Note the magnitude of the derivative peak chosen for
calculation. The threshold value in the Conc2 method should
be set a little below this noted value.
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SETTING THE
METHOD
PARAMETERS

Set the relevant method parameters to the values chosen
above.

The scanned wavelength range must be larger than the range
covered by Calc.Wav. 1 and 2.

Calc.Wav. 1 = 1 = 656.2 nm Wav.Max. = 700 nm
Calc.Wav. 2 = 2 = 630.8 nm Wav.Min. = 600 nm
Threshold = 0.005

PERHIN—ELMER
LQMBEQ 2 UV/VIS SFECTRGNETER

METH S CONC 2

SAMPLE ID . . - . . - .- CBS

UFEHQTBR ID . . . - . . - - . -.-...---

5H%%%%M§%%%%%%P@E%ENm w.v. .iw   s.,...w 
# SF STQMDQRDS 3
STD 1 5-O
ETD 2 15.6
STD 3 25.0
SPEED 489 NMKNIN
BQNDWIDTH IO MM
LAMP UV+UIS
BACK CORR ND
SAMPLES/BATCH Q
START SQMFLE
CYCLES
CYCLE-TIME O.

UUU

Q».-A !--41»-1--Q£

3Q

I'DIOQ

IQ$Q

$$@_

Q$*1

QCliq

use sssivz sens
THRESHOLD FADQDQE D2
E%N;EL§M%f@TfiQrT55%h§AE1

CGNC UNITS C
STANDARDS YES
VALUE 1 0.012S
VALUE E O.Q3?é
VALUE 3 0.0&E%
CUR FIT QUAD INTERC
FACTOR 1
DIVISDR 1
PRINT DQTQ YES
PLDT STQNDQRDS YES
PRINT STANDARDS YES
AUTO METHOD ND
DPER. ID
SAMPLE ID

- -0- 1|-:_: c_: z_:- z_:
:3 :12 C: (I:
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STANDARD Start the Conc2 method. The instrument will request the
MASUREMNT standards. After the standards have been analyzed, the
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standard curve will be output with curve parameters.

STQNDARD suave PARAMETERS =
Asst 0.000 — 27.500
ORD -0.00:1 - 0.0.57
PRMS ~0.002ss , 0.00314 _. -0.00002
RESID ERR 0.00000

ESCQN -* LIMITS : 600.0 nm 700.0 nm
MEQSUREMENT i1JL.'S : 656.2 ram 630.8 nm

STE.-NR. TIME DERN2 CUNCENTRQTIDN
O1 00:28 0.0125 5.0000
02 00:28 0.0396 15.0000
03 00:28 0.0624 25.0000
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Results:
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6-21 ACCESSORIES

6.7

GENERAL

BACK CORR
FIX/CALL TAG

BACK CORR
BATCH TAG

BACK CORR
START TAG

6.7.1
CONC METHOD
OPERATION
WITH
ACCESSORIES

OPERATION WITH ACCESSORIES

Operation with accessories is as straight forward as
manual operation.
Details of individual accessory operation can be found in the
accessory manuals.

Care should be taken when using cell changers however;
depending on the tag status of the Back Corr parameter, not
all positions in the cell changer can be used.

Blank solution for the background correction should be
placed in position 1.
Thereafter, all positions can be used for sample analysis.

Blank solution for the background correction should be placed
in position 1.
If Back Corr = Yes then position 1 cannot be used for sample
analysis.
If Back Corr : No then all positions can be used for sample
analysis.

Blank solution for the background correction should be placed
in position 1.
Sample solutions can only be placed in positions 2 onwards,
regardless of whether Back Corr is on or off.

Care must be taken regarding cell positions when placing
standards in the cell changer, and also dependent upon the
Back Corr tag status.
When a back corr is to be carried out blank solution should
always be placed in position 1.
When standards are placed in the cell changer for analysis,
all positions in the cell changer can be used.
Standard 1 should be placed in position 1 and so on.
If 10 standards are used with a 6x6 cell changer, after the
first 6 standards have been analyzed, then standard 7 should
be placed in position 1 and so on.

The Back Corr tag conditions above apply to conc methods too.

As with all conc methods, if Back Corr = Yes then it will be
carried out before the Standards analysis regardless of the
tags allocated to the two parameters Back Corr and Standards.



7-1
NOTES AND ERROR MESSAGES 7-1 UNUSUAL SAMPLES

7.1

VOLATILE
LIQUIDS

SAMPLES NOT
OBEYING THE
BEER-LAMBERT
LAW

CHEMICALLY
REACTIVE
SAMPLES

PHOTO-ACTIVE
SAMPLES

OTHER SAMPLE
PROPERTIES

UNUSUAL SAMPLES

If a sample is chemically stable and undergoes no physical or
chemical change other than to absorb incident radiation,
errors in photometric values should not be caused by the sample
Many samples are not this stable, and special consideration
must be given to them.

Some sample solutions containing volatile components can vary
in concentration during recording. If this occurs, the
resulting photometric data will lack reproducibility.
When such a sample is to be analyzed, use stoppered cells.

Quantitative analyses utilizing the absorption of radiation
are based on the assumption that sample absorptance remains
constant with changes in concentration. For some samples this
assumption is incorrect. It should be borne in mind that
absorptance can change during sample preparation, depending
upon the volume of reagent added for color development or
precipitation. For details, refer to reference books dealing
with these subjects. Since absorptance is also temperature
dependent to varying degrees, samples should be checked for
effect if non—repeatab1e results are obtained. If a sample
has a highly temperature-dependent absorptance, wait until
thermal equilibrium is attained, or else use a thermostatted
cell or cell holder to maintain constant temperature.

In the event that a reaction has taken place between the
sample material and the solvent in the cell, spectral data
based on that sample cannot always be expected to have
sufficient stability or reproducibility. For these samples,
use of a quantative analysis that takes advantage of the
change in transmittance may yield better results. For details
refer to reference books dealing with this specific subject.

Some samples are known to be photo-active in that they
fluoresce upon absorbing light. Since a small amount of the
fluorescence will be measured by the detector, a higher
apparent transmittance will often result. Samples are also
known to exist that will undergo photochemical reactions as
they absorb light. with these samples, which are mostly
biochemical, lack of reproducibility will characterize the
resultant data.

Samples that are polarizing in nature, or have a double index
of refraction, are often difficult to measure accurately. The
emerging monochromatic light is slightly polarized because of
having been refracted. Thin—film samples also pose a problem,
since optical interferences may develop, causing a regular
interference pattern to be superimposed on the spectral curve
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Notes and Error Messages 7-2 SOLVENTS

7.2

NOTE

SOLVENT — SAMPLE RELATIONSHIP

Apart from the ability of the solvent to dissolve the sample
without reacting with it, the following requirements should
be met:

* The radiation absorption in the scanning region should be
small. High absorption by the blank reduces the reference
energy, thus increasing noise.
The use of solvents showing extreme absorption should,
however, be avoided.

* Evaporation should be fairly low at ambient temperature.

Table 7-1 shows the usable wavelength limits of a number of
commonly used solvents. The lower limit has been defined as
that at which 10 mm of solvent has a transmittance of 10%.

In general, aromatic compounds exhibit high absorbance in
the UV region and hence are not suitable as solvents for these
wavelengths.
Whenever a solvent of unknown absorbance is to be used, its
spectrum should first be scanned to determine the useful
wavelength range.
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Table 7-1. Usable Wavelength Limits of Solvents
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7-3 MICROCELL ALIGNMENT

When using microcells it is essential that the cell holders
are aligned to allow the maximum possible transmission of
radiation.

To carry out the alignment:

* Using the GOTO LAMBDA key slew the monochromator to 0.0 nm
(Zero order, white radiation).

* Close off the exit windows on the right hand side of the
sample compartment with a piece of card.

* Place a microcell in each of the cell holders.
The cells must be pushed down fully.
The cells should be filled with a low absorbing solvent,
(e.g. water or ethanol).

NOTE: Alignment is effective for each cell holder/microcell
combination only. The same microcell must always be placed
in the cell holder in which it was aligned.
It is recommended that the cells be marked SAMPLE and
REFERENCE using adhesive labels.

* Holding a piece of matt white paper behind the cell holder,
visually check horizontal alignment of the light beam in
the cell sample area.

* If the light beam is not centred exactly, loosen the two
locking screws on the cell holder, and with a small screw-
driver, rotate the horizontal adjustment screw right or
left to center the light beam. Tighten the two locking
screws.

* Visually check the vertical alignment of the light beam in
the cell sample area. Correct alignment is achieved when
the light beam is just above (2 - 3 mm) the floor of the
cell sample area.
Vertically align the cell using the lifter at the rear of
the cell holder. Turn the screw clockwise to raise the cell
anticlockwise to lower the cell.

* Remove the card blocking the exit windows and close the
sample compartment cover.

* Slew the monochromator to any wavelength above 190 nm.

This completes the microcell alignment procedure.
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7-4 ERROR MSSAGES

DON'T PROTECT ALL METHODS

The instrument must always have access to at least one method.
If all methods are protected then the instrument cannot function
This error message appears when an attempt is made to ALL
protect all methods.
Set some other protection on this last method.

DON'T PROTECT ALL BRANCHES

If all branches are ALL protected then there is no access to
any branch and the instrument cannot function.
This error message appears when an attempt is made to ALL
protect a final branch when all other branches have ALL Protect.
Set some other protection on this final branch.

ERROR: LAST METHOD

The instrument must always have at least one stored method
in each branch. This message is displayed if an attempt is
made to delete the last method stored in a branch.

PROBLEM: ACCESSORY NO INITIALIZATION

This error message is displayed during instrument startup
when the instrument gets no response from the fitted accessory.
This may be due to the fact that the accessory is not properly
plugged in, or not powered up. A less likely cause is
a mechanical fault in the accessory stopping the normal
functioning.

PROBLEM: BRANCH WRITE PROTECTED

If a branch is write protected then no methods in that branch
can be changed.
This error message appears when an attempt is made to change
one of the methods.
To be able to change method parameters, switch on the instru-
ment in super user mode and change the branch protection.

PROBLEM: CASSETTE SENSOR MALFUNCTION

when the cassette slot is opened, a sensor is activated and
the instrument waits for the cassette. If the sensor is
defective this will be noticed during startup and this error
message is displayed.
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PROBLEM: MARK NOT SET

This error message appears when COPY FROM MARK in the New
Method Options is activated but no mark has been set.
Set a mark first and then use Copy From Mark.

PROBLEM: METHOD NO. LIMITS 1 — 999

Methods can only be numbered from 1 - 999.
This error message is displayed when an attempt is made to
call a method number outside these limits.
Call a method number within the limits.

PROBLEM: MTHOD NOT FOUND

A mark has been set, but the marked method can no longer be
found, e.g. a cassette method has been marked but the
cassette is removed before the method has been copied.
Replace the cassette and redo copy from the start.

PROBLEM:METHOD PROTECTED

The method number called exists but is ALL protected and
hence cannot be accessed.
To access the method, change the method protection while in
SuperUser mode.

PROBLEM: NO CASSETTE

A cassette method is called (2, -, n,), but no cassette
is plugged in.
Plug in a cassette and recall the method, or use a method
stored in the instrument register.

PROBLEM: NO ENERGY REFERENCE

Not enough energy is being transmitted.
Possible causes are:
Lamps not illuminated due to lose connection.
Lamps are burnt out.
The radiation beam is obstructed in the sample compartment.
The detector is defective.

PROBLEM: NO ENERGY UV LAM

Not enough energy is being transmitted.
Possible cause:
Lamp connection is lose.
Lamp is burnt out.
Radiation obstructed in sample compartment.
The detector is defective.
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PROBLEM: NO ENERGY VIS LAMP

Not enough energy is being transmitted.
Possible cause:
Lamp connection is loose.
Lamp is burnt out.
Radiation beam obstructed in the sample compartment.
The detector is defective.

PROBLEM: TRANSFER NOT ALLOWED

Some specialized methods on cassette cannot be copied over
into the instrument method register.
This error message appears when this is attempted.
These methods can only operate when the cassette is plugged
into the instrument.

SYSTEM ERROR

when an internal system error occurs, the instrument operating
software "crashes" and a full reset is automatically carried
out. After the reset is complete a System Error message is
shown on the display. Make a note of this message.
After the full reset the instrument should operate without
problem. Press PARAMETER to continue after the system error
has been displayed.
However, if further operation is not possible, contact your
nearest Perkin-Elmer service representative and inform him of
the error message which has been displayed. This will help
him to solve the problem as quickly as possible.

CHECKSUM ERROR, FULL RESET DONE

This error message is shown after changing the instrument
software, or after a full reset.
All the methods saved are deleted.
Reactivate the spectrometer by pressing one of the function
keys (STOP, PARAMETER).

PROBLEM: DIRECTORY FULL

It was attempted to create a new method in a software branch.
However, the method allocation for that branch is full and
hence no more methods can be

Example Twenty methods are
Branch. An attempt
options) to create
possible since the
error message will
If a new method is
an existing method

created.

already stored in the Laboratory
is made (using the new method
another new method. This is not
branch is full and the above
be displayed.
required, you should overwrite
that is no longer needed.
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PROBLEM MEMORY FULL

If the majority of stored methods are CONC2 methods that use
a large number of standards, it is possible that the available
memory space will be filled before 20 methods, or 80 methods
(40 with version 5.x) for cartridge, have been stored.
If it is attempted to create or store new methods, this error
message will be displayed. If this occurs, you should
overwrite an existing method that is no longer needed.

Some error messages are output on the printer:

TIMDRIVE/SCAN/WAVPROG METHODS

Baseline Corrector Data Do Not Fit-
Start Baseline Correction!

This error message appears during Timdrive/Scan/wavprog method
operation.
The data relating to a baseline correction in a Scan method
and an autozero in a Timedrive/wavprog method are interlinked.
Hence if a baseline correction is recorded for a Scan method,
but then an autozero is recorded for a Timedrive/wavprog
method, the first baseline correction will no longer be valid.
Hence, to run another Scan method a new baseline correction
must be run first.
If an autozero is recorded for a Timedrive method and then a
baseline correction for a Scan method, the first autozero
will no longer be valid.

Wavelength Data Do Not Fit.
Start Background Correction!

CONC METHODS

This error message appears during wavprog method operation.
When background correction has been recorded for all of one
set of wavelengths this background correction will no longer
be valid if the set of wavelengths is changed. A new
background correction must be recorded for the new wavelength
set.

Value Not Within Valid Limits.
Check Standards or Change Curve Fit Algorithm!

The measured value for the sample is outside the range
covered by the standard analytical curve. By including
further standards in the curve the sample value may then fall
within the range.
Alternatively, changing the curve fitting algorithm may also
cause the sample to be accomodated by the curve.

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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Cannot Approximate Standard Curve.
Check Standards or Change Curve Fit Algorithm!

Non-linearity of the samples is so great that a curve cannot
be fitted by the present curve fit algorithm. Try a different
curve fit. E.g. if only one standard is measured a quadratic
curve fit cannot be used, a linear curve fit must be chosen.

Two Solutions For 1 ABS Value-
Change Curve Fit Algorithm!

Due to non-linear absorption, two samples of different
concentration may exhibit the same absorbance. This cannot be
fitted by a linear algorithm. Use a quadratic curve fit.

CONC 2 DERIV2 PEAK OPERATION

More Than One Peak Within Wavelength Limits.
Change Threshold or Measurement Wavelengths.

The peak detector has detected more then one peak within the
wavelength range. This problem can be eliminated by increasing
the threshold value so only one of the peaks is detected, or
the wavelength range can be narrowed so that only one peak is
found in the wavelength range.

No Peaks Detected.
Change Threshold

No peaks were detected by the peak detector. Reduce the
threshold value so that the peaks are detected.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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In everyday use the user only sees the Laboratory branch of
the instrument software.
However in SuperUser mode it is possible to set method
"protection" and to access other branches.
Some branches may occassionally be of interest to the user,
e.g. for setting accessory configuration.
Other branches are for service purposes, the user has access
to these but cannot use the methods stored.

SuperUser mode, setting protection, and other branches are
described in the following sections.

8.1 SUPERUSER MODE

To operate the instrument in SuperUser mode, the switch S1 on
the main circuit board must be at position 8. (At any other
position SuperUser mode cannot be accessed).
Normally the switch is set to position 8 at the factory.

Now access SuperUser mode as follows:
* Before switching the instrument on, depress the keys

| 1 I 5 I - all at once, and keep them depressed
while the instrument is switched on.

* Release the keys about 5 seconds after the software
version is shown on the display.

* Once initialization is complete the instrument is in
SuperUser mode.

Figure 8-1- Main Circuit Board and Switch S1

WARNING: Disconnect the instrument from the electrical supply
before opening the cover.
Do not touch any components within the instrument.
The settings on switch S1 should only be adjusted with a
small screwdriver.

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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8.2

LOCKING THE
INSTRUMNT

SETTING PROTECTION

Setting protection on branches and methods will possibly be
the most frequent reason for using superuser mode.
Protection can be set on branches and/or methods.
The protection options are:

* Write Protect, preventing method parameters from being
overwritten.

* Read/Write Protect, preventing method parameters from being
read or overwritten. (RD/WR abbreviation appears on screen)

* Execute Protect, preventing the method from being run.
(EXE abbreviation appears on screen).

* All Protect, the method, or branch is inaccessible and
cannot be called.

When protection is set on a method the protection applies to
that method only.
However, when protection is set on a branch, that protection
is valid for all the methods stored in that branch.
Hence, when Read/Write protection is set for a branch, all
methods will be read/write protected.
It is possible to override branch protection for individual
methods if a higher category protection is set for the method

e.g. If Read/Write protection has been set for the branch,
then methods can be individually set with ALL protection
However, it is not possible to set individual methods
with only WRITE protection since this is of a lower
category than the Read/Write protection set on the
Branch.

If branch protection has been set as ALL, then that branch
cannot be accessed.

Through the considered use of protection, it is possible
to "lock off" parts of the instrument software for which the
everyday user has no requirement.
Indeed, protection can be set such that, for routine sample
checking, only the method dedicated to that task is
accessible, and that method can only be started.
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SETTING
METHOD
PROTECTION

moons: memos < > DELETE METHOD < new METHOD cuzcx METHOD MARK FUR cow PRINT mnnon cm-mat PRBTEBTIUN
PARAM 1 -> mum 1-» PARAM /-> < PARAM 1 -> < > PARAM 1 ~> PARAM1—+ PARAM I —>

SETTING
BRANCH
PROTECTION

LOCKING THE
INSTRUMENT

NOTE:

In superuser mode the protection options for setting
method protection are found in the METHOD MODIFICATION
options:

when CHANGE PROTECTION appears on the display press PARAMETER
and the current protection set on the method will be
displayed. This protection can be changed by pressing the
arrow keys until the required option is scrolled into the
display. Press PARAMETER to confirm the selection.

In superuser mode the options for setting branch protection
can be accessed from the branch header by pressing
| . I METHOD
The display will then show CHANGE PROTECTION .
Press PARAMETER and the current branch protection will
be displayed. This protection can be changed by pressing the
arrow keys to scroll the required option into the display.
Press PARAMETER to confirm the selection.
If a branch is no longer ALL protected it can be accessed
when SuperUser mode is off.

In order to lock the instrument so that only one method
is accessible, and can only be started, follow the
procedure below:

* On the branch header level, set branch protection on branches
other than the laboratory branch to ALL.

* Set laboratory branch protection to Read/Write protection.
* Access the laboratory branch and set protection on all the

methods which are not required to ALL.
* The required method automatically has RD/WR protection

since this is the branch protection.
when the instrument is now powered up out of superuser
mode the only task that the user can carry out is to
start the method that is read/write protected.

air

Any CALL, BATCH and START parameters in the method can be
changed when displayed during a method run, regardless of
whether the method is Write or Read/write protected.
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8-2-1-
EXITING
SUPERUSER
MODE

WARNING:

NOTE:

In order that any protection set becomes effective, and the
everyday user has no opportunity to access other software
branches, the instrument must no longer be in superuser mode.
The only way to exit superuser mode is to turn the instrument
off and then turn it on again without entering the superuser
code. While the instrument is turned off, if necessary the
setting of switch S1 can be altered so that even use of the
code will not access superuser mode.

Disconnect the instrument from the electrical supply
before opening the cover.
Do not touch any of the electrical components within the
instrument. Switch S1 settings should only be adjusted with
a small screwdriver.

Turning the instrument on and off too often will shorten
lamp-life.
The deuterium lamp will not always re—illuminate if turned on
while hot. Hence, it is advisable to allow the lamps to cool
for 2 minutes or so before turning the instrument back on.
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Figure 8-2 Branches and Methods (Schematic diagram)
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8.3

COMMUNICATION

CALIBRATION

CONFIGURATION

TEST

SPECIFICATION

OTHER BRANCHES

The other branches of the instrument software contain
methods affecting instrument set—up and various diagnostic
routines for instrument service.
To access the branches the instrument must be in SuperUser
mode. When the status display is shown, press STOP and
the branch header will be displayed. Different branch headers
can be scrolled onto the display with the arrow keys.
when the required branch header is on the display, press
PARAMETER and the branch status display will be shown.
Methods can be called from here as in the laboratory branch.
It is only possible to amend existing methods. No new methods
can be created.

The branches are as follows:

Method for use when the spectrometer is connected to a PC.

Methods to calibrate the optical system of the instrument.
Wavelength calibration and dark current compensation methods.

Methods allowing various universal instrument parameters to
be amended and then incorporated into instrument operation.

Diagnostic methods allowing service personnel to check all
aspects of instrument operation. The user is not able to use
these methods.

Methods which allow service personnel to check that
instrument performance falls within the specified limits.

In everyday use the user should have little need of the
functions offered in the above mentioned branches.
The Communication and Configuration branches may be necessary
when the instrument is being set up for a specific purpose.

Methods in the TEST and SPECIFICATION branches should only
be executed by a Perkin-Elmer Service representative, should
a problem arise.

The various branches and methods are described in more detail
below.
To get a directery of methods stored in the various branches
press I . I HELP when a branch header is on the
display.
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8.3.1
COMMUNICATION

CONNECTING
THE PC

NOTE:

This branch stores the operating routines allowing an
external computer to operate the spectrometer.
It is recommended that PECSS software (rev.3.1 or higher),
be installed in the computer.

* Before connecting the PC, ensure that PORT USAGE (8.3.3)
has been set to ‘Computer'.

* Connect the computer to the standard RS~232-C interface at
the right of the spectrometer.

* Switch the computer on and call up PECSS.

* Spectrometer operation can now be controlled via the PC
operating PECSS software.

If other software is written for the instrument, it must
use the routines contained in the communication branch.

(B2131-A3.0/7.90)
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8-3.2.
CALIBRATION

DARK SIGNAL
METHOD 19

CALWAV 1
METHOD 20

CALWAV 2
METHOD 21

Stores methods for instrument calibration, such as
dark signal compensation, 1 wavelength calibration and
2 wavelength calibration.

A dark signal compensation is carried out when a method is
started, and when more than 10 minutes passes since
the last one.
The TEST OUTPUT parameter determines whether the result of the
compensation is printed out. Set the parameter to YES or NO.
If necessary the compensation routine can be turned off.
E.g. to avoid disturbance during sensitive kinetic analyses,
set the DARK SIGNAL parameter to NO.
In most circumstances the routine should be left ON.
Each photodiode detector for the sample and reference beams
has a residual current flowing through it, even when no
radiation is falling on it. This residual current is called
the dark signal. The compensation routine ensures that this
residual current is accounted for during analysis.

A routine for wavelength calibration based on a peak at
a specified wavelength. The default wavelength is at 0.0 nm.
To check wavelength calibration, scan the spectrum of a
known wavelength standard, e.g. holmium oxide.
If the peak wavelengths do not correspond to the actual
wavelengths then the instrument should be calibrated again.

Calibration can take place using the internal 0.0 nm, or the
656.1 nm deuterium emission peak (selected after AUTOPEAK),
or a peak in the spectrum of an external wavelength standard.
If using a wavelength standard:
* select to modify the method.
* select SPEC PEAK using the arrow keys. Press PARAMETER.
* OLD PEAK = wavelength for peak in spectrum scanned above.
* NEW PEAK = actual wavelength for this peak.
* press START, the instrument will be calibrated.

Wavelength calibration routine based on two peaks at known
wavelengths.
To check wavelength calibration, scan the spectrum of a
known wavelength standard, e.g. holmium oxide.
If the peak wavelengths do not correspond to the known wave-
lengths then recalibration is necessary.

Calibration can take place using the two internal peaks at
0.0 nm and at 656.1 nm (AUTO PEAK); or using two symmetrical
peaks in the spectrum of a wavelength standard.
If using a wavelength standard: 1
* Select to modify the parameters.
* Select SPEC PEAK using the arrow keys. Press PARAMETER.
* OLD PEAK 1 = wavelength of peak 1 in spectrum above.

NEW PEAK 1 = actual wavelength of peak 1.
* OLD PEAK 2 = wavelength of peak 2 in spectrum above.

NEW PEAK 2 = actual wavelength of peak 2.
* Press START, the instrument will be calibrated.

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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8.3-3-
CONFIGURATION

SPECTROMETER
CONFIGURATION
MTHOD 11

FACTORY
CONFIGURATION
METHOD 12

HELP
CONFIGURATION
METHOD 13

This branch allows the user to tailor aspects of instrument
operation to his own needs.

The following methods are stored in the configuration branch:

Spectrometer configuration.
Factory configuration.
Help configuration.
Printer configuration.
Accessories configuration.
Communication configuration.
Port Usage.
Date and Time.

Allows the user to specify whether the spectrometer
operates in double beam (DB) mode or single beam mode (single
beam passing through either reference (SBR), or sample (SBS),
cell holder).
Select the required mode using the arrow keys when modifying
the method.
Single beam operation allows the user to check lamp energy.
To get valid readings with single beam always set %T ordinate
The baseline correction routine can also be turned off by
setting that parameter to NO.

Allows the user to set offset values for the 0.0 nm and
656.1 nm wavelength calibration peaks. This allows
compensation for minimal inherent wavelength offset due
to monochromator curvature.
The user can also alter the wavelengths at which different
filters are brought into the radiation beam.

To change any of the above parameters, select to modify the
method.
To enter new values for any of the parameters, scroll the
parameter into the display and enter the new value.
Filter changes can only take place within a specific range
and if an out of range entry is made an error message will
be displayed. Enter a new value within the allowed range.

Allows the user to select the language in which HELP texts
appear on the display, and the level of assistance given in
the texts.
Text can be displayed in either English or German.
The level of assistance can vary between 0 and 2-

(B2131—A3.0/7.90)
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PRINTER
CONFIGURATION
MTHOD 14

ACCESSORIES
CONFIGURATION
METHOD 15

NOTE:

COMMUNICATION
CONFIGURATION
METHOD 16

Allows the printout to be turned on and off, and
the spacing between pages to be varied.

PRINTER ON: Switches on and off the printout

PRINTER: Select the printer to be used.

EPSON LQ, EPSON EX/FX, OTHER and FAST OTHER (Oki
Microline 320)

GAP:
form feed)

COLOUR ON:

Space between printout pages (4 line or 8 line or

Colour printout yes/no (Only for colour printer)

The desired parameters and the method are set by pressing
the START key.

Turns the accessory option ON or OFF
with the option ON, the ACCESSORY parameter is displayed
when methods are being modified. This parameter allows the
user to specify whether the method is to be used manually or
with any of the various accessories.
ANALOG REC parameter turns the optional analog recorder
output ON or OFF.

To operate with accessories an accessory control board must
be installed in the instrument.
It is, however, possible to amend methods for use with
accessories on an instrument without the accessories board.
These methods can then be transferred, on cassette, to other
instruments fitted with the accessories board.~

Allows the user to set the communication protocol for
communication with an external computer.
Default values are set for operation with PECSS software
running on an Epson PC
(If operation with a different computer is required, different
settings can be selected with the arrow keys).

The communication parameters are as follows:

Parameter

Port Enable
Respond
Baud rate
Bits/Character
Stopbits
Parity
Terminator
ETXT Character
Prompt Character
Break Character
Erase Character
Kill Character
Range

Default value

NO
PROMPT
4800
8
1
NONE
CRLF
O15
021
O43
010
O10
2
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PORT USAGE
METHOD 17

NOTE

DATE/TIME
METHOD 18

AS90—CONF
MTHOD 30

Specifies whether a printer or computer is connected to the
main RS 232 C port (lower connector, refer to Figure 2.4).
Select PRINTER or COMPUTER using the arrow keys.

If an optional second interface has been installed, set
PORT USAGE to PRINTER and connected your printer to the main
RS 232 C interface port.
Connect your computer to the second RS 232 C interface port.
Return to the method header and press START.

The options TEST1 to TEST4 are primarily for use by service
personnel. They can also be used to connect the computer
should a fault occur with the main interface.
For further information see Maintenance chapter.

After a full reset, the PORT USAGE is returned to PRINTER
(Default setting).

To enter the date and time:

* Select this method.

* Press the PARAMETER key. MODIFY METHOD is shown on the
display.

* Press the PARAMETER key. CLOCK INTERNAL is shown on
the display.

* Select INTERNAL or REALTIME using the arrow keys > <-
The REALTIM clock runs even with the instrument switched
off. The INTERNAL clock is switched off when the instrument
is switched off.

* Press the PARAMETER key.

* In REALTIME mode, the parameter DAY is shown on the display
Use the arrow keys to select the day (e.g. > Monday <).

* Press

* Enter

* Press

* Enter

* Press

the

the

the

the

the

PARAMETER key .

date in the DATE line (e.g. 900713).

PARAMETER key.

time in the TIME line (e.g. 1030).

START key.

Using this method you can set up the AS~90 Autosampler
(refer to AS-90 Manual).
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8.3.5.
SPECIFICATION This branch contains methods that permit service personnel
BRANCH to check that instrument performance conforms to the

Method

specifications.
The methods stored in this branch are as follows:

Measurement

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Method

Energy for single sample beam,
Wavelength range 1100 - 190 nm.
(Select single beam operation in method 11.)

Photometric accuracy with NBS filters
at 1000, 635, 546.1 and 440 nm.

Photometric Reproducibility
for 5 measurements, at wavelengths
1000; 635; 546.1 and 440 nm.

Baseline correction
Wavelength range 1100 - 190 nm.

0 %T Line
Wavelength range 1100 - 190 nm.

Wavelength accuracy with holmium
oxide glass. At wavelengths:
637.5; 536.4; 459.9; 360.8 and 287.6 nm.

Wavelength reproducibility
for 5 measurements.

Stray light with NaNO2 at
370 and 340 nm.

Stray light with NaI at
220 nm

Absorbance with KCl (1.2%) against
distilled water at 200 nm.

Noise at 500 nm, 0 A.

Stability (drift) at 500 nm.

Dark signal.

Single beam or dual beam operation.
(For routine operation select dual beam.)

Baseline correction ON/OFF.
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*14 DEFAULT MTHODS

DEFAULT
METHODS

Permanent default versions of all methods are stored in the
instrument. The default methods for each branch can be
accessed from the branch header by pressing |'||PARAMTER|
simultaneously.
The first default method will then be displayed, denoted by
DMETH. Other default methods can be accessed by scrolling
with the arrow keys.
Default methods are copied into the normal method files when
a Full Reset is carried out (8.3.4).

(B2131-A1/R)
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9.1

9-2

DAILY CARE

The spectrometer is constructed with high quality
components and requires little maintenance other than to
keep it clean and free from dust.

Keep the sample compartment cover closed at all times. The
sample compartment windows should be kept installed at all
times. These measures will keep the instrument optics free
from dust and fumes.

To keep the instrument in good condition follow the care
instructions below:

Immediately wipe up any spillages in the sample compartment.
Dry with lintless cloth or paper.
when wiping the compartment windows clean make sure that the
windows are not scratched (windows are optical components).

Do not leave samples in the sample compartment longer than
necessary. This applies particularly to volatile and fuming
samples.

If a sampling system is installed and parts are left in the
sampling compartment they should be cleaned at the end of the
working day. It is general practice to fill such systems with
deionized water if left overnight.

-

Do not place beakers and cells containing solution on top of
the spectrometer, this is bad laboratory practice. Any
spillage could cause expensive damage to the instrument's
electronics and optics.

CLEANING THE SAMPLE COMPARTMENT

Clean the sample compartment every time spillage occurs.
This preserves the matt black finish and prevents corrosion
and contamination.
Each standard sample compartment baseplate has a drainage hole
to run any spilled liquids off to the bench top. Place some
thick filter paper under the instrument to soak up any run off.

To clean the sample compartment:
* Remove the cell holder or other accessory from the compartment
* Rub away all foreign matter using a soft cloth and mild

detergent.
* Rinse the cleaned surfaces with a clean damp cloth.
* Dry with lintless cloth or paper.
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9.1 DAILY CARE

The spectrometer is constructed with high quality
components and requires little maintenance other than to
keep it clean and free from dust.

Keep the sample compartment cover closed at all times. The
sample compartment windows should be kept installed at all
times. These measures will keep the instrument optics free
from dust and fumes.

To keep the instrument in good condition follow the care
instructions below:

* Immediately wipe up any spillages in the sample compartment.
Dry with lintless cloth or paper.
when wiping the compartment windows clean make sure that the
windows are not scratched (windows are optical components).

* Do not leave samples in the sample compartment longer than
necessary. This applies particularly to volatile and fuming
samples.

* If a sampling system is installed and parts are left in the
sampling compartment they should be cleaned at the end of the
working day. It is general practice to fill such systems with
deionized water if left overnight.

-

* Do not place beakers and cells containing solution on top of
the spectrometer, this is bad laboratory practice. Any
spillage could cause expensive damage to the instrument's
electronics and optics.

9-2 CLEANING THE SAMPLE COMARTMNT

Clean the sample compartment every time spillage occurs.
This preserves the matt black finish and prevents corrosion
and contamination.
Each standard sample compartment baseplate has a drainage hole
to run any spilled liquids off to the bench top. Place some
thick filter paper under the instrument to soak up any run off.

To clean the sample compartment:
* Remove the cell holder or other accessory from the compartment
* Rub away all foreign matter using a soft cloth and mild

detergent.
* Rinse the cleaned surfaces with a clean damp cloth.
* Dry with lintless cloth or paper.
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9.3

CELLS

AND WINDOWS

USE AND CARE OF-

A good spectrometer cell is an optical device, forming
a part of the optical system of the instrument with which it
is used. It must be accorded the same careful treatment
applied to any optical component. Optical faults of a minor
nature, scratches, lint, fingermarks, etc., can easily
introduce substantial analytical errors.

The following list of cell handling rules must be followed to
prevent analytical errors and to achieve the utmost precision.

* Hold cells only by the matt finish surfaces. These are not
optical surfaces.

* Protect cells from scratches and never permit them to rub
against one another or against other hard surfaces.

* Avoid abrasive, corrosive or stain producing cleaning agents,
and ensure that the exposed surfaces of cells are optically
clean.

* Before placing cells in the cell holder, always wipe the
optical surfaces dry and free from finger marks using a
soft cloth or cleaning tissue.

* Condensation can form on the optical surfaces if cold
solutions are being scanned.

* Ensure that no bubbles cling to the inner surface of the
cell, particularly when dealing with cold solutions.

* For maximum precision and accuracy, standardize and test
with cells of the same type, and always insert cells into the
holders with the same orientation ( e.g. cell inscriptions
to the light beam).

* The transmission of glass decreases rapidly below 340 nm.
If a great deal of work is performed in the lower wavelength
range, quartz cells should be used.
Avoid the use of glass cells exhibiting less than 70%
transmission when filled with deionized water.

Two quartz windows are fitted in the entrance apertures to
the sample compartment. The windows may be used in the entire
spectral range of the spectrometer. The windows seal the
sample compartment and thus protect the instrument's optics
from dust and fuming or aggressive samples.

The windows are optical components and demand the same care
and handling as the cells. The appropriate cell handling rules
above should be closely adhered to. Windows are most suitably
cleaned with a soft cloth moistened with alcohol.

The windows of each set for the instrument are checked at
195 nm at the manufacturing site and are not permitted to
vary more than maximum 1 %T from each other. They can thus be
installed in any order in the sample compartment.
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Figure 9-1- Radiation Source Compartment

—-1

—-2

1) Halogen Lamp Assembly

2) Deuterium Lamp Assembly
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Figure 9-2. Prealigned Halogen Lamp Assembly
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Maintenance Information 9-6 Deuterium.Lamp Replacement
9.4.2.

9.4.2
DEUTERIUM
LAMP
REPLACEMENT

CAUTION:

NOTE:

1)

2)

CAUTION:

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

If the lamp burns out or indicates falling energy after
prolonged use, it should be replaced. Replacement lamp
assemblies are complete with prealigned mounts,
part number B016—09l7.

UV radiation, possible eye damage!
Never look into an illuminated UV lam.
Wear protective glasses.

An operating hours counter is incorporated in the red
deuterium lamp lead. One scale division corresponds to
approx. 100 h.
Lamps are guaranteed for 1000 operating hours.

To prolong lamp life:
— Switch the lamp on or off only once a day
— Allow the lamp to cool down for at least 2 min, before

turning it on again. _

Switch OFF the spectrometer and remove the plug from the
electrical supply.

Open the lamp compartment (rear left hand corner of the
instrument) by sliding the cover off to the left.

Hot lamps, risk of burns!
Before replacing the lamp, allow it to cool or wear protec-
tive gloves. 9

Unplug the deuterium lamp connector from the terminal board.

Undo the thumbscrew and pull the lamp mount vertically up-
ward. Save the thumbscrew for use with the new lamp assembly.

Unpack the new lamp assembly, holding it only by the metal
mount to prevent fingermarks on the glass envelope.

Slide the slot at the base of the lamp mount over the stud on
the bracket in the lamp compartment and secure with the
thumbscrew.

Plug the deuterium lamp connector into the terminal board.

Wipe the glass envelope of the lamp with a soft cloth moist-
ened with alcohol, to prevent any dirt being burned in.

Close the lamp compartment.

This completes the deuterium lamp replacement procedure.

(B213l—A4.0/2.92)
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Figure 9-3. Prealigned Deuterium.Lamp Assembly

»
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9-8 Interface Faults

9.5 INTERFACE FAULTS

During operation, the instrument generates three output
signals; printer output, computer output and test output.
To cope with these three data sets the instrument effectively
has three output ports:
the standard RS-232-C interface,
the second optional RS—232—C interface,
a third internal interface which can only be accessed by
service personnel

The data sets are directed to specific outputs dependent upon
the mode chosen in the PORT USAGE method (8.3.3).
The table below lists the port usage options, and shows which
data sets are directed to which output interface.

OPTION OUTPUT DATA SET SENT

PRINTER STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Printer Signal.
Computer Signal.
Test Signal.

COMPUTER STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Computer Signal.
Printer Signal.
Test Signal.

TEST 1 STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Test Signal.
Computer Signal.
Printer Signal.

TEST 2 STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Printer Signal.
Test Signal.
Computer Signal.

TEST 3 STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Computer Signal.
Test Signal.
Printer Signal.

TEST 4 STANDARD
OPTION
TEST

Test Signal.
Printer Signal.
Computer Signal.
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9-9 Interface Faults

EXAMPLE:

NOTE:

Should the Standard interface become defective, it is
possible to connect either the computer or printer to the
accessory interface using one of the test options.

If PRINTER mode is set and the standard interface is
defective, the printer will not function.
Switch to TEST 4 or COMPUTER and connect the printer to the
second interface. The printer should function normally.

If COMPUTER mode is set and the standard interface is
defective, the computer will not be able to function.
Switch to TEST 1 or PRINTER and connect the computer to the
second interface. The computer should function normally.

Everyday operation should not be carried out in one of the
test modes.
Operation in Test mode allows the instrument to be used
should one of the interfaces fail, but a service engineer
should be called, as soon as possible, to correct the fault.
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9.6 CHANGING FUSES

Power fuses are located in a fuse holder integrated into the
power receptacle at the rear of the instrument.
If a fuse should blow, replace it as follows:

* Switch OFF the
the instrument

instrument and remove the power cord from
power receptacle.

* Grip the fuse holder at the top and bottom and pull it out
(Or use a small screwdriver to lever it out).

* Remove the spent fuse and replace it with one of the same
type and rating. (A spare fuse is contained in the holder)

* Insert the fuse holder back into the receptacle.

* Reconnect the power cord and switch the instrument on.
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ULTRA—VIOLET
RADIATION

HIGH VOLTAGES

Any hazards that may arise through use of the instrument
are mentioned at appropriate places in the manual.

The pink sheet at the front of the manual should also be read
carefully before using the instrument.

UV radiation emitted by the deuterium lamp is damaging to
the human eye.
DO NOT LOOK INTO A LIGHTED UV LAMP.
SERIOUS DAMAGE TO THE EYES COULD RESULT.

WEAR PROTECTIVE UV ABSORBING GLASSES, should any work have to
be carried out with the instrument cover open and the lamps
illuminated.

High voltages can reside on circuitry if the instrument is
turned off but still connected to the electrical supply.
If work is to be carried out inside the instrument pull the
plug from the wall socket.
If work is to be carried out inside the instrument while it
is switched on work should be carried out by a suitably
qualified person who is aware of the hazards.


